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For the Conductor,  

and all matāreb-e eshq/minstrels of love, 

may your melodies fill our hearts 

with gratitude and joy. 

 

*** 

 

ده انگبين را مطربان خدايا  

ده آھنين دست ضرب برای  

کردند... عشق وقف پای و دست چو  

شمس( مولوی )ديوان -  

 

Oh G-d, give honey to the minstrels, 

For the drum, provide a hand of iron, 

For hand and foot they’ve devoted to love… 

-Rumi (Divan of Shams) 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This study focuses on the musical activities and views of Iranian immigrant artists 

who perform, teach, and support traditional Iranian music in Los Angeles and Southern 

California. This geographic area and its interconnected social networks, which I refer to 

as Irangeles, is part of a diaspora culture industry where music is central to everyday life, 

but where modern Iranian pop music dominates. Given Iran’s historical negative stigma 

attached to entertainment-oriented music making, and the popularity of entertainment and 

dance-driven Persian pop in contemporary Irangeles, practitioners of traditional Iranian 

music express frustration and face challenges in promoting their art, what they feel is an 

authentic form of Iranian culture. The music they make expresses both personal and 

cultural values: it is a form of creative expression that presents itself as interwoven with 

their Iranian identity, reflecting personal and cultural ideals of character in Iranian 

culture.  My findings highlight how Iranian immigrant artists avail themselves of the 

socio-cultural infrastructure of Irangeles to network with like-minded artists and 

strategically use satellite TV, online technology and social media to find recognition for, 

teach, and promote diverse genres of traditional Iranian music in this particular diaspora 

setting.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Research Focus 

This study focuses on the musical activities and views of Iranian immigrant artists 

who perform, teach, and support traditional Iranian music in Los Angeles and Southern 

California. My purpose is to document the music making genres and repertoire 

performed, taught, and facilitated by these artists in a particular diaspora context, and to 

investigate change and continuity, challenges and opportunities, and the meaning and 

values their artistic expression holds for them both personally and socially as a way of 

contributing to what they feel is an authentic expression of Iranian culture and identity. 

The remainder of this chapter will define my unit of investigation by describing the 

setting of Los Angeles and its environs both geographically and musically, include a brief 

review of relevant literature addressing key factors that frame this study, outline my 

research questions, and include my personal background. 

 
Iranian L.A. Soundscapes 

A soundscape is the auditory environment that surrounds a listener. It is an audio 

landscape that, like a sound collage, identifies “a three-dimensional space that gives the 

impression of a location,” and is reflective of an “individual’s unique experience of 

inhabiting an auditory environment.”1 While conducting my fieldwork, I shuttled back 

and forth across various slices of Iranian Los Angeles and Southern California2 

soundscapes. I lived in the Pico-Robertson neighborhood, and frequented parts of Santa 

                                                
1 http://socialsounddesign.com/questions/11460/what-is-a-soundscape 
2The broad geographic area its interconnected social networks of which I will from heretofore refer to as 

Irangeles.  
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Monica and areas within the San Fernando Valley, attending music classes, concerts, 

family events, and conducting interviews. 

 During my first week in the field, as I began to seek out the musical scenes of 

traditional Iranian music, broader strands of the Iranian musical soundscape found me. I 

will describe some of these sites and their musical sources, focusing on how various 

threads of the Iranian musical soundscape added texture to the experience of working in 

the field as a whole. 

 Days after my arrival in Los Angeles in late May of 2012, my maternal 

grandmother, Soraya Hendizadeh, invited me to attend a music concert with a “famous 

singer” at the Persian senior center she frequents three times a week.3  Introduced simply 

as “Arash”, the singer's full name is Arash Atilā and he is a local L.A. Persian pop artist.4 

He came with a keyboardist, Babak Khorrami, and sang a number of his own new songs, 

in addition to some old popular classics requested by those in the audience. My 

grandmother noted that it is mostly the Persian language speakers, 95% of those who 

attend the center, that enjoy these performances.5 Live performers are frequently brought 

                                                
3 There are a few of these centers for the elderly throughout Santa Monica and Westwood that particularly 

cater to a Persian speaking population. The centers and their staff are for the retired and those in advanced 

age, funded through Medicare. Drivers are provided, offering pick up and drop off to the facility for daily 

activities that run between 9am and 1pm. One of these centers has the full title of the center written in 

Persian on the outside, Center for the Elderly (Markaz-e Bozorgsālān). They offer kosher breakfast and 

lunch (though not all who attend are Iranian-Jewish), group exercises, and activities, all of which are 

coordinated in Persian. Activities involve anything from reading the news and watching online YouTube 

clips on the large screen TV in the room, to playing bingo, enjoying live entertainment, and otherwise 

conversing with other attendees. 
4 Not to be confused with the more well-known Arash Mirmohammad Sādeghi who goes by only his first 

name, Arash, and has, for example, 8.5 million views on YouTube for his song “Boro Boro” (“Go, Go”). 
5This is to distinguish from the elderly attendees that are from other cultural backgrounds. When I went to 

Los Angeles earlier in the spring of 2012 for the Persian New Year, I visited another senior center she used 

to attend. There, about a half dozen elderly Philippine immigrants sat at one of over a dozen tables, hearing 

the intermittent translation of programming that was otherwise entirely in Persian. This testifies to the 

strength of the Iranian presence in Los Angeles, not only in numbers but also in institutional organizations.   
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into the senior center, she explained.  The music played is “happy music” and “Iranian 

music”, and the singers remind people of past times (zamānhā-ye gozashte be khātere 

miyāran). She explained that with songs like “Marā Beboos” (“Kiss Me”), the elderly 

attendees “feel as if they are young [again].”   

 

 In the course of my first seven days in Los 

Angeles, I was invited to the baleh borun, a Persian 

version of the engagement party, for my newly 

engaged second cousin. Part way through the 

evening, music was put on and Persian dancing and 

gift giving from the soon-to-be groom’s family 

began. One of my cousin’s younger sisters, a year my 

junior, was given the charge of playing appropriately themed music, compiled from a list 

of songs gathered on YouTube. I asked about the music played, and she said that her 

maternal aunt and her mother (who had no doubt helped suggest which songs should be 

on the playlist) called them “old songs” related to marriage. That night they played songs 

such as “Gol Berizin Ru Arus o Dumād”(“Throw Flowers on the Bride and Groom”) by 

an unknown singer, “Shāh Dumād”(The King[ly] Groom”) sung by Vigen, “Halghe-ye 

Talāii”(“The Gold Ring”) sung by Moein, and “Aroos” (“Bride”) sung by Mārtik. Some 

of these songs, such as “Gol Berizin Ru Arus o Dumād” and “Shāh Dumād”, are versions 

of traditional melodies, so old it is hard to determine their origin, yet they remain popular 

classics recognizable by those who grew up in Iran, and possibly even their children who 

were either raised or born in diaspora. The other songs, such as “Halghe-ye Talāii” and 

Figure 1.1, Music –especially Iranian 
pop – as the topic of interest in the 
April 2012 issue of the locally 
published Iranshahr Magazine 
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“Aroos” are more modern Persian pop versions addressing the themes of marriage, but 

which in musical style include non-Iranian instruments, keyboards, and synthesizers.  

 Beyond the private sphere, the soundscapes at Persian eating establishments 

contributed to the larger soundscape of Iranian L.A.. A family owned spare and quaint 

eatery called Kabāb Mahale (literally meaning kabab of the neighborhood/ghetto6) was 

just a few streets from where I lived in the Pico-Robertson neighborhood. A very popular 

kosher Persian kabab place,7 Kabāb Mahale’s modern and minimalist design was offset 

by walls painted in a pleasant bright saffron yellow with some 1920’s and 1930’s era 

photographs of old nānvāi’s (breadmakers) in alleys in the cities of Iran. Despite the 

small and cozy space, seating a maximum of about 20 people, Kabāb Mahale boasts two 

large flat screen TV’s. Every time that I have ever been there, before, during, and after 

my fieldwork, the TV’s have been tuned to the satellite Persian Music Channel for a 

constant stream of mostly Persian pop music videos.  

 Persian grocery stores provide yet another site in the soundscape of Iranian 

sounds and music. Not far from my summer apartment, and only half a block from Kabāb 

Mahale, is the prominent Elat Market, the largest kosher Persian market of Los Angeles, 

and arguably the largest Persian market of L.A (see Fig. 1.1).8 Women and men of my 

                                                
6 Mahaleh typically means neighborhood in Persian, but for Iranian Jews it has the particular secondary 

meaning of ghetto as well, recalling the historically separate and poorer neighborhoods demarcated for 

Iranian Jews in the major cities of Iran, sometimes partitioned off by walls.  
7 With the advantages of soy and vegan variations, the kosher inclined can enjoy their kabab in the fashion 

that all non-Jewish Iranians have always done so, combining the juicy meat kabob options with a (modified 

non-dairy) rendition of yogurt-cucumber dip (māst-o-khiār) or yogurt and shallot dip (māst-o-musir). 
8 Elat Market (named for the city of Elat in Israel) offers: sundry fresh herbs seldom found elsewhere of 

such quality or in such quantities (great bunches of tarragon, mint, basil etc); fresh vegetables (the famed 

petite and crunchy Persian cucumbers); endless boxes of assorted teas, varieties of sugar cubes and sugar 

candies; large assortments of cooking syrups (quince, pomegranate); floral essences (orange blossom, and 

rose water); pastries, kosher meats, and kosher cheeses. Amongst varieties of bread, I counted fifteen 

different versions of lavāsh flat bread alone (whole wheat and low sodium versions offered as well). 
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parents and grandparents generation, Iranian-born, 

would inadvertently and inevitably meet acquaintances and friends while shopping, and 

not hearing conversations inquiring into so-and-so’s well-being in the aisles would seem 

the exception to the rule.9  To verge into this grocery store – a world unto itself - without 

knowing Persian was quite a feat, given how very little English was typically heard in 

Elat Market.10 Almost every time I went to Elat Market, everyone working there seemed 

to speak English only as a second language: managers, cashiers, and butchers speaking 

Persian, and Spanish speaking stock clerks. Elat Market boasts two jumbo, flat TV 

screens, each one stationed thirty feet up, on either side of the store. As well, every 

cashier station has its own small flat screen TV positioned to face the customer standing 

                                                
9 On a Thursday or Friday hordes of people attempting to shop before Shabbat and the weekend made it 

almost a hazard to navigate the aisles, particularly around the elbows and carts of shorter and stout elderly 

women or younger women in either designer apparel or professional work pants, blouses, and heels. 
10 Some of my non-Iranian friends in Los Angeles admitted that they would brave the space for an 

unbeatable vegetable quality to price ratio. Another friend noted that walking in there felt like visiting 

another country. 

Figure 1.2, Elat Market, Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles 

Figure 1.3, Inside Elat Market 
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in line. The jumbo TV screens and the smaller cashier screens, like Kabāb  Mahale, are 

all tuned into the satellite Persian Music Channel with music videos of Persian pop, and, 

at times, Persian popular classics from the 1950’s, 1960’s, and 1970’s. The music videos 

are interspersed with local publicity (in just Persian, or Persian and English) advertising 

for things such as medical amenities, elderly services, community events and talks, and 

local concerts.  

 An array of music, media, and musicians contribute to the soundscape of private 

and public settings, of commercial and community establishments. Virtually every 

Iranian space I found myself in during my first seven days in Los Angeles was defined by 

musical activity of some kind. Parties, weddings, cultural occasions, senior centers, 

professional events, supermarkets, bookstores, restaurants, and almost all establishments 

catering to Iranians find a way to bring music into the atmosphere they create. While the 

music varies depending on site and occasion, upbeat modern Persian pop seems to 

dominate more than other Iranian genres of music.  

 

Framing this Study: Persian Pop and the Ghost of Stigma 

 

Ethnnomusicologist Farzaneh Hemmasi confirms that “music is central to LA’s 

Iranian culture industry.”11 Her research focuses on Iranian new popular music in Los 

Angeles (what she terms MPLA, or musiqi-ye pop-e los āngeles) in its varied forms. She 

examines how MPLA contributes to the exile culture industry concluding that it 

                                                
11Farzaneh Hemmasi, "Iranian Popular Music in Los Angeles: A Transnational Public Beyond the Islamic 

State," in Muslim rap, Halal Soaps, and Revolutionary Theater: Artistic Developments in the Muslim 

World., ed. Karin van Nieuwkerk (Austin,Tex: University of Texas Press, 2011), 92. 
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represents qualities rejected by the revolution and the Islamic Republic of Iran.12 She 

determines that the Iranian pop music of Los Angeles is more than simply part of a “Los 

Angeles version of Iranian culture,” with the “ever-present sound of dance music at 

Iranian social events.” 13 MPLA extends beyond L.A. and the U.S., reaching Iranians 

transnationally, offering for many an alternative, authentic Iranian identity that can’t be 

expressed in Iran.14 My experience responds to her work but focuses on different 

repertory. My findings focus on the ways in which artists of traditional Iranian music in 

Irangeles struggle and creatively strategize to find adequate recognition for their music, 

which they feel is equally if not more a part of authentic Iranian identity than MPLA.  

This thesis documents and investigates the ways in which musical artists and 

producers of traditional Iranian music in southern California are also active in the Iranian 

exile culture industry of Los Angeles, but offer a different version of Iranian identity. 

Given that Los Angeles hosts the largest Iranian population outside of Iran,15  and given 

the vast institutional and cultural developments of the Iranian community, L.A. might be 

dubbed the most authentically Iranian place outside of Iran. Yet approximately half of my 

                                                
12 These qualities and characteristics include the predominance of song and singing (as opposed to just 

instrumental music), Western music influences, global dance music, unrestrained sensuality, and uncovered 

female bodies with mixed dancing, as seen in the pre-revolutionary popular music of Iran in the 1960’s and 

1970’s. Ibid., 98.  
13 Ibid, 92.  
14 Ibid, 92.  
15 Outside of Iran, the United States holds the largest population of Iranian-born and those of Iranian 

ancestry, who are “most highly concentrated in California…[and] Within California, most Iranians live in 

the Los Angeles area…”: Shirin Hakimzadeh, “Iran: A Vast Diaspora Abroad and Millions of Refugees at 

Home,” in Migration Policy Institute: Migration Information Source (September 2006),  

http://www.migrationinformation.org/feature/display.cfm?ID=424 . 

http://www.migrationinformation.org/feature/display.cfm?ID=424
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interview pool felt that the Los Angeles environment does not adequately support one of 

Iran’s most authentic16 art forms: its traditional and classical music.  

My research participants often voiced frustration with the predominance of 

modern Persian pop as the widespread, popular version of Iranian music in Los Angeles. 

As will be discussed in chapter four, my interviewees lamented a lack of adequate 

patronage and appreciation for traditional Iranian music, conjuring a Persian cultural 

gestalt that they felt does not represent their personal values in their musical work or 

values genuine to Iranian culture. Persian pop, to them, has its place, but does not feel 

most authentically representative of Iranian culture.  

The status of musicians and music making in the context of pre and post-

revolutionary Iran also inform part of my research, given that all of those whom I 

interviewed, with the exception of one individual, were born and raised in Iran until at 

least 18 years of age.17 Musicians and professional music making have a history of 

stigma in Iran, dating from the 16th century consolidation of Shi’ism as Iran’s state 

religion and onwards. Numerous scholars confirm the contested and ambiguous status of 

professional musical production and performance in Islam (Beeman 2010, Nettl 2010, ed. 

Sarshar 2002, Al Faruqi 1985, Loeb 1972), but none have examined the status of Iranian 

musicians of traditional music in the diaspora. During the latter half of Pahlavi rule 

(1925-1979), this stigma lessened somewhat, owing to a number of significant factors: 

                                                
16 Iranian traditional and classical music is considered more authentic than pop music because of its modal 

and melodic forms, greater use of instruments from Iran (see the glossary), its incorporation of Persian 

poetry, and its longstanding historical presence and development in Iran. This is further explained in the 

comments of those I interviewed: see chapter three, titled “The Artists and Their Music.”  
17 My participants vary widely in age and in time of migration from Iran. For more precise demographic 

data regarding those I interviewed, please see chapter two, titled “Methodology,” under subheading 

“Sample and Methods.”  
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the publication of musical texts by prominent musicians; the development of new musical 

genres (what are now popular Persian classics, mentioned below, as well as 70’s era 

Western-style Persian pop); the advent and popularity of radio and television (wherein 

such new genres were nationally broadcast); and the establishment of national schools of 

traditional Iranian and Western classical music.18  

Immediately after the revolution in 1979 and the establishment of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran, any music deemed irreligious or amoral was either forbidden or heavily 

restrained, particularly in the public sphere and on state radio and television. 

Approximately a decade after the revolution, coinciding with the end of the Iran-Iraq war 

and the death of Khomeini, state policies became less strict, and some forms of classical 

Persian music and Iranian regional and folk music found state support.19 Since 1979, 

many other forms of music have developed and become quite popular in modern day 

Iran, whether rare and publicly permissible (flamenco guitar, Western classical music), or 

hidden, underground (Persian rap, or Persian heavy metal)20. Involvement in musical 

activities of all varieties, as a musician, seems somewhat more culturally acceptable in 

contemporary Iran than twenty years ago and in pre-revolutionary Iran.  

My interviewees confirmed –in their recollections of the past – the low status of 

professional musicians in Iran. I heard accounts of stigma and harassment by those 

                                                
18 For more on a recent history of music in Iran please see: “Music and Society in Iran: A Look at the Past 

and Present Century,” a Select Bibliography Iranian Studies, Vol. 38, No. 3, Music and Society in Iran 

(Sep., 2005), pp. 495-512.  
19 For more on this, see Youssefzadeh, Ameneh. 2000. "The Situation of Music in Iran since the 

Revolution: The Role of Official Organizations". British Journal of Ethnomusicology. 9 (2): 35-61. 
20 See: Mark LeVine, “Heavy Metal Islam: rock, resistance, and the struggle for the soul of Islam.” New 

York: Three Rivers Press (2008), and Sholeh Johnston, "Persian Rap: The Voice of Modern Iran's 

Youth". Journal of Persianate Studies. 1 (1) (2008): 102-119. 
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musicians of an older generation, those who grew up in Iran under Pahlavi rule. One of 

my research participants explained that when she began to attend a full-time conservatory 

during her teenage years (in the 1970’s) to study the tār, her aunt called her father to ask, 

“Why are you making your child a motreb?!”21 The negative stigma of being musician 

was particularly pronounced if one was a professional, popular entertainer, or motreb. 

The motreb was associated with “the detrimental aspect of public performance for pay 

and the inherent habit of crowd pleasing and contrived showmanship…[which] comes 

under the term of motreb or entertainer/amuser,” and was historically a profession held 

by religious minorities of Iran, often Iranian Jews, exempt from certain music-making 

restrictions within Islam.22  The most senior participant in my research stated that in late 

1940’s and early 1950’s Iran, to carry an instrument in a public space would mean being 

vulnerable to ridicule and potential harassment.23 A lifelong hobbyist in playing the tār, 

originally from Shiraz, he began to take lessons when he was 7 years old. To avoid being 

seen with the instrument, he would go for his music lesson at 2:00 pm, when almost 

everyone took their afternoon nap. Another strategy involved having his sister don a 

chādor (woman’s body-length hooded cloak worn for modesty), that she would not 

otherwise wear, and hide the instrument underneath it while walking him to and from his 

music lesson.24 Another senior interviewee, a professional tonbak (drum) player that I 

                                                
21 Piraya Pourafar, interview with the author, July 12th, 2012. 
22  Lloyd Miller, Music and song in Persia: the art of Āvāz. Richmond: Curzon, (1999), 23. For more on the 

history of motreb, see also: Houman Sarshar “Judeo-Persian Communities.xi. Music (2)”. Encyclopedia 

Iranica, 2009. http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/judeo-persian-comms-xi-2-specific-topics (last updated 

17 April 2012). 
23 Ahmad Sadeghi, interview with the author, July 23rd, 2012. 
24 These tar lessons were taught by a Mr. Mangen, who Mr. Sadeghi noted was a motreb and “lived in the 

Jewish neighborhood.” Ahmad Sadeghi, interview with the author, July 23rd, 2012. 

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/judeo-persian-comms-xi-2-specific-topics
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interviewed, also from Shirāz, explained that when he 

fell in love with playing the tonbak, as an adolescent, he 

had to construct his first instrument out of raw materials 

(with the help of his aunt) and practice in the basement 

so that his immediate family members would not catch 

wind of his musical pursuits. He eventually saved enough 

money to buy one of the most expensive and beautiful 

tonbaks available. Only a few days after his purchase, one 

of his older brothers caught him playing and in a humiliated rage shattered the new 

tonbak.25 Fortunately, his story ends well, when a few years thereafter, his family 

conceded to hear him play solo tonbak for a university orchestra. His brother apologized 

for breaking the beautiful tonbak, and they all conceded admiration for my participant’s 

musical talent. Today he has another beautifully crafted tonbak (amongst many that he 

owns, see Fig 1.4). Interviewees that grew up in or continued to live and work as 

musicians in a post-revolutionary Iran did not mention such stories, but perhaps this was 

because the public sphere was more restricted, state authorities more harsh, and they were 

more cautious, while at the same time popular perceptions of making music in Iran 

shifted because of the great level of state restraint.  

Almost every single professional musician I interviewed expressed a certain 

sensitivity and aversion to the idea of being a popular entertainer. The integrity and 

values they communicated as bound with the quality of their music making was with 

                                                
25 Hossein Kamrava, interview with the author, July 29th, 2012. 

Figure 1.4, the author with      
Mr. Hossein Kamrava 
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great consistency brought up in a frustrated and in some instances scornful comparison to 

the modern Persian pop of Iranian L.A., a genre whose goal is to entertain.  

The context of Iranian Los Angeles frames the experiences and sentiments of 

those whom I interviewed. On the one hand, there are many other musicians of traditional 

Iranian music, and a large pool of Iranians to perform for and teach. The traditional 

Iranian music my interviewees work so diligently and passionately to preserve, innovate 

upon, and advance feels more authentically Iranian to them than Persian pop, and yet the 

rest of Iranian L.A does not as readily support them (more on this in second to last 

chapter). The entertaining aim of modern Persian pop embodies the very stigma that 

many of the musicians I interviewed seek to dissociate from, and in an ironic twist it is 

this entertaining Persian pop that has so many more local fans. 

My study documents and investigates the tension between traditional and popular 

music in the strategies employed by Iranian immigrant artists to advance, maintain, and 

innovate various forms of traditional Iranian music in the Los Angeles and southern 

California diaspora setting.  

 

Music, Authenticity, and Identity  

Music plays a significant role in the formation of identity, ethnicity, and culture. 

Ethnomusicologist Martin Stokes highlights the ways in which music is understood as a 

social practice, a communal activity where what is called “authentic” is a way of pointing 
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to what is both distinct as well as significant within a given musical genre or culture.26 In 

my research, the qualifier of traditional (sonnati) music as authentic (asil) was a 

consistent descriptive linkage evoked by those I interviewed. Identity was not mentioned 

explicitly (there was no mention of the Persian word for identity, hoviyat), but as Stokes 

points out, “notions of authenticity and identity are closely linked,” 27  such that “[a] 

sense of identity can be put into play through music by performing it, dancing to it, 

listening to it, or even thinking about it.”28 Hemmasi, as noted above, asserts that the 

modern Persian pop music of L.A. offers a version of Iranian identity that cannot be 

expressed in Iran. Ethnomusicologist Adelaida Reyes describes how Vietnamese refugees 

who did not identify with the Vietnamese government they fled “had to dissociate 

themselves from government sanctioned traditional music,”29 even while the traditional 

music was still considered a “special piece of cultural property,”30 that is specific to the 

home country.  

Perhaps because some, though not all, forms of traditional Iranian music have 

received state support (both before and after the revolution), it is not as widely embraced 

in an Irangeles diaspora context that is often characterized by opposition to Iran’s current 

regime.  Scholar Kamran Talatoff describes a prerevolutionary culture where Iranian 

intellectuals critical of the Shah defined Iranian identity in response to a warped 

                                                
26 Martin Stokes. Ethnicity, identity, and music: the musical construction of place. Oxford, UK: Berg 

(1994). 
27 Ibid, 6.  
28 Ibid, 24.  
29 Adelaida Reyes. Songs of the Caged, Songs of the Free: Music and the Vietnamese Refugee Experience. 

Philadelphia, Pa.: Temple University Press, (1999), 167.  
30 Ibid.  
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conception of a liberal West. This conception of Iranian identity was part of a binary 

opposition; genuine Iranian identity was seen as consisting of characteristics entirely 

indigenous to local culture and society.31 The artists of traditional Iranian music that I 

interviewed indicated no opposition to anything liberal or culturally West (indeed, a 

number are involved in musical fusion with Western classical music and jazz, for 

example). However, the polar tensions between the traditional and the modern that played 

out in Iran before the revolution, seem to play out in the Irangeles diaspora as well, only 

in this case vis-à-vis traditional musical sounds and techno-driven pop sounds. Given the 

communal nature of music making and its reception, my research touches upon the 

tension between traditional Iranian music and modern Persian pop in contending for a 

valued place in popular conceptions and expression of Iranian identity in the Irangeles 

diaspora context. 

Research Questions 

 

My research was spurred by my reading of anthropological, historical, and 

ethnomusicological studies that cite the unique historical role of Persian Jewish 

communities as principle carriers of professional musical culture within the Persian-

speaking world, and more broadly in Islamic communities of the Middle East and North 

Africa (Beeman 2010, Nettl 2010, ed. Sarshar 2002, Al Faruqi 1985, Loeb 1972).   

 In my field work in southern California, I found fewer Iranian-Jews involved 

with traditional Iranian music than I had hoped (five, amongst twenty-four interviewed). 

                                                
31 Kamran Talattof. Modernity, Sexuality, and Ideology in Iran: the Life and Legacy of a Popular Female 

Artist. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press. (2011) 200-201. 
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Through my interviews with Iranian musicians across all backgrounds, I also found that 

Persian classical music specifically as a topic of inquiry was overly narrow, given that the 

musical experiences and activities of my research participants were too diverse to be 

reduced to a single genre or style.  Thus, in response to what I was finding while in the 

field, I reformulated my inquiry. These are the research questions that my study 

addresses:    

  

Research Questions 

 
1. What are current forms and sites of traditional Iranian music as performed and 

supported by Iranian immigrant musicians in Los Angeles and southern 

California?  

2. What are the musical genealogies of these Iranian artists? How does their 

training influence how they perform and teach in this setting?  

3. What changes might be found in their musical forms or repertoire in light of 

migration? 

4. How do they understand the setting of Los Angeles and its Iranian community 

to support their work and their music?  

5. What values do they express via music?  

 

For masters’ research, these objectives were rather ambitious. Interviewing as many 

participants as I could find via snowball sampling32, the totality of my work in the 

field provided me with a variety of data that addresses many of these research 

objectives. 

Personal Background 

 

In no particular order, I identify as an Iranian-American Jewish woman. I was 

born in San Francisco, CA and raised both there and in Stamford, Connecticut. I’ve never 

                                                
32 A method in ethnographic research, snowball sampling involves requesting that current participants refer 

other individuals they know to the researcher, that the new set of participants refer those they know, and so 

on, expanding the sample size.  
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been to Iran, though my mother and my father were born in Iran, and I have a U.S. born 

Jewish dad (technically, my step-father) whose grandparents were Jews from Poland and 

Russia. My Iranian mother is Jewish, from Tehran, and her mother is from Tehran and 

her father from Isfahan. My Iranian father is Kurdish, his father Kurdish-Jewish, and his 

mother Muslim-Sufi (the other members of his immediate and extended family are either 

Jewish and in Israel, or Muslim and in Iran, all whom I have never met). I was raised in a 

household that embraces Jewish culture, community, and some degree of religious 

observance, in addition to Iranian culture and customs. As an adult I began to 

independently pursue more learning about Jewish teachings and practice, both in 

Ashkenazy and Mizrahi culture, as well as pursue learning of Persian language and 

Iranian culture.33 Through my teenage years and thereafter I have regularly visited and 

developed warm, personal connections with the Sufi community in which my Iranian 

father is actively involved in southern California. In all these particular communities that 

I have been connected to (to say nothing of other music, dance, hiking, and other 

communities I connect to), I have experienced compassion and care, gathered insights, as 

well as felt limitations and frustrations. I am not fully whole in relation to any single one 

                                                
33 The confluence of my pursuing both Jewish and Iranian studies came together when I lived in Jerusalem 

from 2008-2010. Brought to Israel for the first year on a Dorot Fellowship, I took classes at an institute of 

Jewish studies and volunteered at various local social care facilities. I also began to study Persian classical 

and Iranian folk music in a group class, taught by Mr. Netanel Musai, at the Center for Middle Eastern 

Music, near the old city. Separately, I also took private lessons in the ney (reed flute) from an Iranian-

Jewish man, Mr. Refuah, originally from Isfahan. There, Mr. Refuah made me a ney out of thick plastic 

tubing (the best we could do) but it produced the necessary sound. Shortly after my return to the U.S., an 

Iranian musician in the Sufi community and family friend in L.A., gave me two actual reed neys from Iran.  
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place or setting or group alone, but I do feel more fulfilled, informed by and sensitized to 

each community, grateful for the beauty in their commonalities and distinctions.   

My personal background, in addition to an intellectual curiosity, informs a 

personal interest in conducting and sharing this research. I feel that common discourses in 

the U.S. regarding modern Iran are too often articulated through the lenses of conflict, 

political relations, strategic studies, and human rights. These are significant factors as 

they relate to pressing matters of national and international security and justice, but they 

do not sketch a total picture for the understanding of a people, their culture, their history, 

daily lives and current realities, whether in Iran or in diaspora. Iranians living in the 

United States are referred to in the media in relation to these constructs and within these 

frameworks. Sociological studies of Iranians in the U.S. have focused on demographic 

criteria (such as occupation and income), processes of acculturation or assimilation, with 

general descriptions of the diversity of Iranian religious, ethnic, economic, and political 

subgroups (Bozorgmehr 1998, 2011, Mahdi 1998).  Qualitative investigations and 

representations of Iranian life in the U.S. are lacking, certainly vis-à-vis the significance 

of their activities in the Persian arts. Based on the premise that personal and cultural 

expression has inherent worth, brings excitement, insight, variety and meaning into the 

hum drum of everyday life, and in fact connects to and informs our understandings of 

things political, economic, and social, I feel that all culture is worthy of deeper 

investigation. In this capacity, my research is motivated to contribute more diverse 

understandings and representations of Iranian culture as it takes form in certain parts of 

the United States. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 

The methodology employed in this study is a combination of focused interviews 

and fieldwork, specifically on-site observations in the tradition of participant observation. 

My “field” included certain areas of Los Angeles and southern California, which I refer 

to as Irangeles (further defined below). In this chapter I describe my decision to select 

Los Angeles and Southern California as the site of my fieldwork and sketch out the 

geography of Iranian L.A. I describe my sample size quantitatively and qualitatively, as 

well as my data gathering methods. I explain the logistics of how I would conduct 

interviews, and what I learned in the process. I outline my preparatory work in gathering 

the interview sample, through contacting recognized community leaders, and the 

unexpected yet highly beneficial contact I made vis-a-vis accessing interviewees through 

snowball sampling, a neighbor – a woman I met through the serendipity of new friends. 

Last, I share reflections on my role as researcher of the process of conducting 

ethnographic work.   

 

Site as Los Angeles, Southern California 

 

I chose Los Angeles and the environs of Southern California as the setting for my 

fieldwork knowing that, as Behzad Allahyar has stated, “...Los Angeles...can easily be 

considered the capital of Iranian music outside of Iran,” (Allahyar 163).34 This is so in 

great part due to fact that political upheavals and regime change historically in Iran have 

                                                
34 However, one of those I interviewed left the Los Angeles environs during the course of my research in 

order to live and study classical Western music in the New York area.  
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affected the lives of all Iranians. The period surrounding the 1979 revolution in Iran, the 

subsequent establishment of the Islamic Republic of Iran (IRI) and its new policies 

resulted in the mass migration of many Iranians, principally in the 1980s and 1990s, often 

under conditions of political asylum and with persons secretly smuggled across borders. 

Bozorgmehr confirms that, “More than any other factor, the Iranian Revolution of 1978-

79 and its aftermath have contributed to the growth of the Iranian diaspora population 

worldwide. The revolution precipitated the exodus of Iranian exiles, or political refugees, 

and the establishment of the Islamic Republic of Iran further discouraged the return of 

many Iranians already abroad (Bozorgmehr 1998).” A key destination for these émigrés 

has been the U.S., which, among other destinations such as England, Germany, France, 

and Canada, hosts the largest Iranian-born population (University of Sussex 2000 Global 

Migrant Database). It is in this regard that Iranians have come to Los Angeles in great 

numbers over the past thirty-plus years. 

I secured a summer sublet in the Pico-Robertson area of central Los Angeles, an 

ideal location both for my research and for me personally. Individually, I wanted to live 

close to Iranian-Jewish and American-Ashkenazy Jewish populated areas (the abundance 

of kosher restaurants, markets, and the fact that my extended family was a fifteen-twenty 

minute drive away, suited me well). The neighborhood was also centrally located for the 

purposes of the travel necessary for my research.  

Most of the interviews that I conducted were from individuals who lived either in 

Santa Monica or in the not-too distant and more affordable San Fernando Valley (also 

known as “the valley”), and the music classes and concerts I attended were in either one 

of these two locations as well. As it turns out, though, my field was not limited to Los 
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Angeles. For five of the interviews, I needed to travel to Irvine, Orange County, Oxnard, 

and San Diego (see Appendix A).  

I chose to expand my interviews into areas outside of the Los Angeles geographic 

sphere because the individuals in these other parts of southern California form part of the 

web of those intensively involved with traditional Iranian music. Three of these 

individuals are university professors in music (or sound design) and integrate Persian 

classical music into part of their coursework), and one of these individuals administers 

his own music school (where he teaches Iranian, Western classical, and even Indian 

music). With some frequency these individuals make visits to teach or perform in Los 

Angeles, as well as in their immediate locality.35 The phrase “Irangeles” is described in 

some detail below, but in this study, I use it to refer to the interconnected web of the 

Iranian community, and those I interviewed, throughout the geographic space of southern 

California.  

In all my driving for the interviews, performances, and music classes I attended, I 

came to live out some of the day-to-day reality of the musicians and producers I 

interviewed. Two participants in my research, young men in their twenties and thirties (at 

the time of my research) lived farther from central L.A., in areas with more comfortable 

and affordable housing. They bemoaned the great deal of money expended on fuel, in 

addition to the many hours spent per day and week simply commuting to various teaching 

and performing venues in central and west L.A. One of them told me, “If you add up the 

                                                
35 In fact, there are also a number of schools of classical Persian and traditional music in the San Francisco 

bay area and northern California, but the scope of this research does not allow for such a multi-sited study.  
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number of hours I spending driving to teach and perform, I practically live in my car!36” 

Through highway ramps, construction areas, and residential streets, I navigated the 

sprawl of Los Angeles, its suburbs, and these more distant research sites in southern 

California, and I came to understand a challenge in the mundane reality in some of these 

musicians’ lives: the artists commute through L.A. sprawl to reach pockets of Iranian 

L.A.  

 

The Geography of “Irangeles”: Pockets and Sprawl 

 

 There are so many Iranians living in Los Angeles and its periphery, that many in 

the community (and even Iranians living elsewhere) have long dubbed it “Irangeles.”37 

Yet there is no one Iran-town in Los Angeles, California. It is not like China-town in 

lower Manhattan, or Korea-town in L.A. If one is looking for Iranians in L.A., you won’t 

find them residentially or culturally in one place. Reflecting much of the sprawl of Los 

Angeles itself, the Iranian community is dispersed throughout the metropolitan area and 

its environs, while also condensed in certain neighborhoods, such as Santa Monica, 

Westwood, Brentwood, and in parts of the San Fernando Valley, like Tarzana, Encino, 

Sherman Oaks, and Woodland Hills (see maps in Appendix B and C). Visible indicators 

of these geographic pockets of Iranian presence are the Iranian markets, Persian 

restaurants and bookstores, salons for hairdressing, waxing and threading; and of course 

                                                
36 Kourosh Moradi, in discussion with the author, July 23rd, 2012. 
37 This endearing play on words is also the title of an edited volume published in the early1990’s consisting 

of photographs and essays on the diverse culture, demographics, and politics of the then more recent 

Iranian immigrant community in Los Angeles. See: Kelley, Ron, Jonathan Friedlander, and Anita Y. Colby. 

1993. Irangeles: Iranians in Los Angeles. Berkeley: University of California Press. It should be noted that 

while some interchangeably use the phrase “Tehrangeles,” this tends to occlude the presence and 

significance of the many Iranians from other cities of Iran, such as Shirāz or Isfahān.  
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the music stores selling albums across musical genres, dvd’s, and sometimes even Persian 

instruments. The titled awnings of these stores, and even private Iranian medical and law 

practices, not infrequently display Persian script in addition to English. There are also 

scattered but concentrated pockets of Iranian professionals, for example many Iranians 

work in downtown Los Angeles in the fabric business.38 

 Despite its dispersion, the Iranian community of Los Angeles and its environs is 

vibrant, with logistical, professional, healthcare, and cultural infrastructure and 

institutions, boasting locally based Persian television and satellite networks, Persian 

language magazines, newspapers, yellow pages, a Persian radio station, and more.   

        

Figure 2.2, local ‘Irangeles’ radio 

 

Whereas all Iranians of Los Angeles and its periphery may not be geographically near 

each other, they are connected socially and cognitively, and they know where to find 

                                                
38 For more on this, see, Light, I., G. Sabagh, M. Bozorgmehr, and C. Der-Martirosian. 1994. "Beyond the 

Ethnic Enclave Economy". Social Problems -New York-. 41 (1): 65. 

Figure 2.1, ‘Irangeles’ Yellow Pages 
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Iranian resources. Some of these connections stem from the geography of past, for 

example, based on cities where people once lived in Iran. For example, events called 

Nights of the Poetry of Iran/Shab-e She’r-hā-ye Irān39 are held in the Los Angeles area 

and these are sometimes city specific, where those from a certain city of Iran gather 

together (one of my participants, from the city of Shiraz  takes part in the Shab-e Shirāz, 

which he noted is organized by a fabric merchant).  

 

Sample and Methods 

 

In the summer of 2012, I interviewed, in Persian, twenty-four (24) Iranians and 

Iranian-American immigrants. Participants involved ranged in age from their early 20s to 

their mid-70s, from those who emigrated to the U.S. in the 1970s, to those who came here 

as recently as 2009. I interviewed musicians and producers, many of whom were also (at 

the same time) professors of music, administrators of music schools, private instructors, 

and composers, or had un-related professional occupations otherwise (an oncologist, a 

dentist, a law school student, a soon-to-be medical school student). I hoped for a stratified 

sample, equally representative of men and women, first generation and second 

generation, Iranian musicians from varied ethnic and religious backgrounds, and both 

amateur hobbyists and professionals. Of the twenty-four I ultimately came to interview, 

two are musical hobbyists (one a singer, one a tār [lute] player) and twenty are 

professional musicians. Two of those I interviewed are producers. Six are under forty 

years old (i.e. came of age after the 1979 revolution in Iran). Everyone I interviewed was 

                                                
39 I have heard others refer to these as Shab-e She’r, Night of Poetry events. 
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born and raised in Iran until at least eighteen years of age, and ten of those I interviewed 

left Iran in the past ten years. Four are women (two singers, one a tār player, one a 

producer). Four are involved in the same Sufi community and play Sufi music. Four are 

versant in and perform Kurdish music, and one sings in Azeri and performs Azeri music 

as well. Five of those I interviewed are Iranian-Jewish. Given Iran’s cultural diversity 

perhaps I was less surprised to find such ethnic and cultural diversity as reflected in the 

music. I was, though, struck by the continued migration of Iranian musicians over the 

past three plus decades, across age, gender, religious, and ethnic categories.  

 I gathered my data from structured and semi-structured interviews generated 

through snowball sampling, and from participant observation. Contacts through 

community leaders and facilitators, academic, and personal networks both before entering 

the field and upon entering and living in the field, elaborated below, played a significant 

role in connecting me to participants for this research. As well, I have been able to 

continue to remain informed of musical performances and musical learning opportunities 

by individuals (upon their request) I interviewed and associated institutions (such as the 

L.A. based Persian Arts Society School of Music) through their self- publicizing via 

social media.  

 

 

Interviewing Logistics 

 

Often, the interviews took place in the participant’s home. Every time that this 

was the case, I was offered chāyii (Persian tea), and in accordance with customs of 

respect, I would always accept the gracious offer. This meant that if I scheduled three 

interviews in a given day, my caffeine intake would unavoidably multiply at least triple-
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fold, but refusing would have been an insult and therefore not an option I was 

comfortable risking. Despite having grown up with a good deal of chāyee drinking in my 

home and when visiting family, I had not predicted this as a possibility when meeting 

people in their homes for interviews. It now seems obvious, and I did typically leave 

enough time between interviews, but it would have been helpful for me to factor this in 

when telling participants, from their perspective, how long I would be there. When I told 

them it would take about an hour and about fifteen minutes for an interview, they would 

put that amount of time aside, but neither of us considered that the time for tea 

preparation and serving would add to that. Nevertheless, every single person I 

interviewed was gracious and positive in our meeting. I also learned, after my first day of 

interviews, to tell participants well in advance that I would like to take a photo with them, 

if they permitted (as my first conversant told me, “I would have worn something nicer 

had I known!”).  

I never came to an interview empty-handed, not only per field convention but also 

in consideration of Persian custom. I brought saffron flavored rock candy wands [insert 

photo], something elegant, cost effective, and culturally fitting. Before beginning the 

interview, I would give a general overview of what the interview would entail, note that 

we could always stop at any point in time, and present a consent form for them to read, 

sign, and keep. It was important to me that the consent form be fully available in 

whatever language was most understandable and comfortable to the individual, and so I 

worked to have a double sided form, Persian on the one side and English on the other. I 
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learned as well, early on, to tell participants that there would be a form for them to read 

so that, if necessary, reading glasses should be handy and available.  

I planned for interview questions to begin chronologically, with the individual’s 

beginnings with traditional Persian music (at times connecting to a family history as 

well). In some cases, though, depending on what my conversant felt like mentioning or 

addressing at a given point in time, it made more sense to begin with their current 

musical activity, and then to go into the past. Thus I would have to shift the form and 

structure of my planned interview for the functional purpose of listening to my 

participant share what they felt they needed to at a certain point in time. I noticed that 

earlier in the interview process, I was hesitant to take detailed notes during the interview 

because I felt that it created too much of a distance, particularly as I noticed that in some 

cases my respondent would pause in their answer and wait for me to finish writing. All 

but my first conversant allowed me to record our interviews, and so generally I would 

take more or less notes depending on the apparent comfort level of the given participant, 

writing down what I felt to be the most salient points of the interview at the time. As I 

gained more experience interviewing in Persian, I became more able to immediately 

translate and jot down in English key phrases and details I had just heard in Persian.   

In Preparation and In the Field: Contacting Community Leaders 

 

 Four months before moving to the field site, I took a preliminary field visit to Los 

Angeles, where I met with Homa Sarshar, a well-known journalist and writer from her 

time in Iran and continuing today in the U.S. where she relocated. She founded the Center 
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for Iranian Jewish Oral History in the 1990’s, and has been very involved in the 

documentation of the history of Iranian Jews. Meeting with Homa Sarshar was instructive 

and useful for the purposes of helping to put me in touch with other key individuals in the 

Los Angeles Iranian community (such as Mr. Bijan Khalili, noted below), as well as 

thinking through whom to meet. 

Moving into the field on Tuesday, May 28th, 2012, days later I met with the 

director of the Iranian Yellow Pages and the Persian 411 of Los Angeles, Mr. Bijan 

Khalili. He also runs the large Sherkat Ketab bookstore in the Westwood neighborhood 

of L.A., and is an activist in the Iranian community of L.A. as well.  Westwood is replete 

with Persian restaurants, music stores, Persian rugs and antique stores, and bookstores, all 

with Persian language displays to the street. I had tried to meet Mr. Khalili months earlier 

when on a visit to Los Angeles, but the timing did not work out, and so perhaps there was 

added incentive for the meeting to work on this second try. This meeting with Mr. Khalili 

was seminal in a few ways.  Mr. Khalili told me about an upcoming community concert 

featuring traditional Persian music, held in a synagogue and educational center in the 

nearby suburb of Tarzana. This was my first opportunity to take part in participant 

observation. At this concert I met with performers whom I was able to later interview as 

participants in my research. Mr. Khalili referred me to some local Iranian-Jewish 

musicians whom I might not have found otherwise, as they did not seem to perform as 

frequently or teach as publicly the other musicians I would meet, or at least did not 

perform in the same professional circuits. 
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Shortly before moving to the field, I wrote to ten U.S.-based scholars who had 

conducted research relating directly or generally to the broad areas of my research to see 

if they had any suggested contacts for me to interview (in the fields of ethnomusicology, 

Iranian studies, or anthropology, respectively). Some of the names they recommended 

would come up later through other participants’ suggestions, as with every interview I 

asked if there were any others that my interviewee might be comfortable recommending 

for my research. It was critical for me, whenever possible, to establish a person in 

common when connecting to someone new, what I hoped would be a means by which to 

establish trust. When reaching out to a new conversant for an interview, whether by e-

mail or by phone, my first words after a warm greeting were always, “I was 

recommended to you by--”. This helped to situate me - an unfamiliar entity, requesting 

someone’s time and personal experiences and insights - in connection to familiar and 

established community leaders and scholars.  

Networking in the Neighborhood  

 

 An unusual situational circumstance helped my research project move forward far 

more smoothly and quickly than it might have otherwise, a combination of coincidence 

and geography, and what I can’t help but see as good fortune. It was a lesson, for me, in 

the benefit of being open to leads from the most unexpected of sources.  

 The string of serendipities began when the young woman whose bedroom I was 

subletting for the summer put me in touch with some of her close friends who lived down 

the street so that I could have some peers help me meet and spend time with other local 

young Jewish adults on Shabbat, particularly (per my preference) those involved with 
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egalitarian Jewish prayer groups. She herself, and the friends she put me in touch with, 

were American-born Ashkenazy Jewish. At the end of my second week in Los Angeles 

living in that neighborhood, we met Saturday morning to go to a small, local Shabbat 

morning service (one of dozens within walking distance). On the way back, when telling 

these new acquaintances about my research, they told me, “Oh, we know a very nice 

Persian-Jewish family down the street from you - in fact they have become like family to 

us and host us frequently, and they might know people for your research.” I politely 

thanked them, saying that perhaps that would be a nice idea, but in my mind I thought to 

myself, “I have my own extended family members in town, I probably won’t need their 

hosting any time soon. Moreover, I seem to have plenty of good starting leads from the 

community leaders and academics I’ve been in touch with so far.” Only minutes later, 

and one block from my apartment, we all ran into the very family they had just told me 

about. There I met Fariba and Nemat and some of their children, as they were returning to 

home from services at their particular synagogue. Their outstanding warmth and relaxed, 

genuinely unassuming nature was incredible for me to experience40, and our close 

connection was immediate.  They invited me to spend the afternoon with them, and as I 

told them about my research project, their interest, enthusiasm, praise, and support of my 

work and even just me as a person left me glowing to the point of being practically 

embarrassed. Shortly thereafter, some unexpected drama amidst my own extended L.A. 

family, the convenience of my neighbors living down the street, but most of all a mutual 

                                                
40 Their warmth was without exaggerated tā’rof, i.e. the Persian tradition of honorifics involving praises of 

the other and humbling the self, which in moderation is noble, but because on some level expected and so 

commonly practiced, can sometimes take on a character whereby it is performed, overly formal, and 

ironically enough, displayed to make oneself look better.  
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amity, deep connection, and a certain compatibility between us all made it such that they 

took me under their wing as an extended family member.  This new family in my life felt 

quite natural and welcome, as I enjoyed conversations with them and the time and play 

with their dear children (four of them, ranging from middle school aged, to a daughter 

who had just finished her MA)41. They noted that they were proud of me for pursuing in 

depth the study Persian culture and language, and I sense that they wanted their children 

to connect to this passion as well. I had also spent some years of my life primarily 

devoted to Jewish studies and while they were more observant than I, they found that to 

be a positive trait too. Throughout the rest of my summer in Los Angeles, I would visit 

them, often on Shabbat afternoons, a sacred time of rest and reflection when I knew they 

would be home, and without notice all I needed to do was knock on the door and 

someone would let me in.   

 Beyond the friendship we forged, it was Fariba’s unexpected and highly fruitful 

contacts that ended up having great impact on the critical expansion of my research pool 

and research experiences. Fariba is a licensed marriage and family therapist with a private 

practice, but she quickly put me in touch with three individuals who would, from one 

lead to another, result in connecting me to ten of those that I interviewed. In other words, 

Fariba was an initial point of contact that many branches later, linked me to 42 % of my 

research pool. Five of these ten came from one contact, Ali Nouri, a musician she once 

met and then connected to on Facebook, but who was more than happy to forward other 

                                                
41 There is an expression in Persian, ‘Del be del rāh dāreh’ that captures what I am trying to express. 

Literally translated as “One heart to another has a path,” it describes a powerful affinity between friends 

that is almost inherent, akin to the idea of soul mates.  
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musician contacts to me.  Another key link through Fariba was, interestingly, a 

professional contact and friend of hers, Parvin Javadi. Ms. Javadi is also a social worker, 

but most significantly, in this case, she has been producing Persian classical music 

albums and concerts for over two decades, in addition to managing a School of Persian 

Music in Los Angeles and hosting a Persian weekly radio show on Persian classical 

music. Ms. Javadi had been recommended to me through a few academic links weeks 

prior, but the email I had for her did not garner any response. With her being an 

incredibly busy individual, I’m not sure I would have been able to reach and interview 

Ms. Javadi were it not for Fariba. Once in contact with Ms. Javadi, I learned about and 

was able to sign up, at the school, for a group music class in the daf (large frame drum) 

and interview the teacher of this class as well. One of Fariba’s personal links, a young tār 

player whose mother happened to be her friend, gave me a valuable interview, and he 

ended up knowing other people I would later interview, and so it is possible I would have 

met many of these individuals over the course of time. Indeed, there were three general 

circles amongst many of those that I interviewed, often times overlapping, and even those 

that were not in these circles at all seemed to be at least familiar with each other42.  

 Time was something of which I did not have a lot, given that it took me longer 

than I had predicted to secure internal review board approval. As my time in the field was 

under two months, it was Fariba’s personal linkages that facilitated my being able to 

gather more data. Also, I was eager to interview as many individuals as possible, for fear 

                                                
42 There were those involved in the Persian Music School and the Persian Arts Society; those musicians 

connected through the Sufi community; and those who were professors of music at various universities. I 

would not share names, but they would sometimes say that so-and-so mentioned that I had interviewed 

them, or that they had done a concert with someone whom I had interviewed.  
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of not having enough in my sample. As a result, and due to the logistics of people’s 

schedules, I would often have days with two and sometimes three interviews back to 

back. I would pre-plan the routes and distances the day prior, accounting for the 

possibility of infamous Los Angeles freeway traffic jams. Thankfully, I had been gifted a 

plug-in navigator for my car, which aided me in finding the most direct route to 

interviews scattered amidst the lively urban sprawl of the greater L.A. environs.  

 

Researcher Roles 

 I had been alerted that even the most well designed and carefully thought-out 

research plan comes with surprises. Here I refer to the emotional surprises, moments that 

challenge the question of how impersonal the relationship between the fieldworker and 

the researched really or should be. A few examples in my fieldwork capture these 

moments. These instances relate to the ways in which fieldwork is gendered, and 

specifically, the researcher’s gendered place within the field. Certain gendered roles –

such as that of fictive kin - might be assigned to the fieldworker based on a variety of our 

personal characteristics and the signals they might convey, roles that offer both 

opportunity and challenge.43  

   I have aimed for situated objectivity in my work, but not the kind that barricades 

me as the fieldworker from participants and would create a dialectic of the self and the 

other that is “woefully inadequate,”44 and against the grain of the personal connection 

                                                
43 Carol A.B. Warren. “Gender and Fieldwork Relations,” in Contemporary Field Research: Perspectives 

and Formulations. ed. Robert M. Emerson (Prospect Heights, Ill: Waveland Press, 2001).  
44 Ibid. 
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that facilitates in depth learning for me as the researcher. Even with my “multiplex 

identity” of interwoven backgrounds and upbringings and lifestyle, I do think that being a 

“partial insider”45- connected in origins to and with experience and exposure to Persian 

and Iranian cultures, as well as having vigorously pursued work bringing me to learn 

about these cultural roots - played a significant role in facilitating these stronger 

connections with the participants in my research. Beyond many of those I interviewed, I 

have been repeatedly told by countless Iranian born immigrants to the U.S. that my 

interest and work in learning about Iran, its cultures and history, and Persian language, is 

far more dedicated and rigorous than the average American-born child of Iranian 

immigrants. Those insider connected threads may have facilitated the ease of falling into 

fictive kinship roles, and presented certain “possibilities of moving between the insider-

outsider relationship.”46  For sure, ‘insider’ and “outsider’ roles are shifting, on a 

continuum, and context dependent such that “people…can be simultaneously both 

insiders and outsiders.”47  Doing this work forced me to confront my own insecurities, 

boundaries, and commitment to this work, while also reminding me of my love of this art 

and culture, and a the deep gratitude and respect I have for the people who have shared 

their lives with me.  

                                                
45 Kirin Narayan. 1993. "How Native Is a "Native" Anthropologist?" American Anthropologist. 95 (3): 

673,676. 
46 Narmala Halstead. "Ethnographic Encounters. Positioning Within and Outside the Insider Frame". Social 

Anthropology -Cambridge. 9 (2001): 310.  
47 Narayan, Kirin. 1993. "How Native Is a "Native" Anthropologist?" American Anthropologist. 95 (3): 

678. 
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III. THE ARTISTS AND THEIR MUSIC 

 In this chapter I describe many of the artists I interviewed, the musical genres in 

which they perform and teach, and I mention specific repertoire whenever it was 

referenced in discussion. In some cases I highlight certain artists with more biographical 

detail, in order to impart a sense of their musical training and trajectory, and because 

certain personal stories stood out more than others, or at times certain participants had 

more remarkable and relevant comments that stood out for the purposes of analysis. Also, 

because so many of the musicians I interviewed are involved in multiple genres of music 

making, there will be overlap in some of the voices presented in different sections.  

 

Persian Classical Music  

 

 Every single musician I interviewed has some level of training in Persian classical 

music. It should also be noted that every musician in my interview pool is also involved 

with some other genre of music making activity as well (the rest of which are outlined in 

the remainder of this chapter). I’ll provide a brief background of Persian classical music, 

so that certain comments made by some of my participants about the significance of this 

music will make more sense. I will then describe the ways in which some of those I 

interviewed participate in and talk about their involvement in this genre.  

Persian classical music is built around a certain modal system of dastgāh’s, of 

which there are twelve, and they represent, depending on whose interpretation, anywhere 

between five to seven scales.48 Each dastgāh may contain between one to three dozen 

                                                
48 Jean During, “Dastgah”. Encyclopedia Iranica, 1994. http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/dastgah (last 

updated 18 November 2011).  

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/dastgah
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melodies, each melody known as a gushe. The collections of these melodies in Persian 

music, numbering in the hundreds, are known as radif. Different collections of radif have 

been organized, interpreted, and passed down generationally from master musicians to 

their students. The late 19th and early 20th century tār (a long-necked lute with three 

courses of double strings) and setār (four stringed long-necked lute) master and teacher 

Mirza Abdollah is, like other great master musicians, known for his radif. Thus many 

musicians I interviewed included statements such as, “My teacher taught me the radif of 

Mirza Abdollah.”49 These chains of transmission, whether personal or knowledge based, 

establish competency, legitimacy and authority to the material a musician knows. As 

well, there are two types of radif, instrumental radif and vocal radif. One of my female 

participants, a tar player told me, “I studied vocal radif with Mahmud Karimi...he was 

teaching in the conservatory,” explaining that Mr. Karimi taught the vocal radif to 

instrumentalists so that they would know how to give the right response when playing 

with a singer.50  

Another key characteristic of classical Persian music is that of avāz. While the 

simple meaning of avāz in Persian is “song”, avāz singing refers to a style of Persian 

classical singing that is non-metric and improvisational, interactive with one or two 

instrumentalists, with certain notes arbitrarily lengthened or shortened, and in contrast to 

                                                
49 Loghman Adhami, in discussion with the author, July 23rd, 2012. 
50 She added,“So we had to memorize the vocal radif as well as the instrumental radif” noting that singers 

did not have to learn both, and so the joke among musicians was that they would say ‘He or she is a singer, 

but the rest are musicians.’, implying that musicians must be more able and knowledgeable than singers. 

Piraya Pourafar (tar and setār player, teacher), in discussion with the author, July 12, 2012. 
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the singing and playing that goes with the fixed metric and strophic type of song known 

as tasnif.51  

 Persian classical music has been called the “traditional art music of Iran”52 or 

“classical…essential, original, authentic,”53 music of Iran. This connection between 

tradition and authenticity in classical Persian music was a recurring theme throughout 

many interviews. Early in my interview questions, I would ask about the interviewees 

about their involvement in “traditional Iranian music” (musiqi-ye sonnati-ye irān). On my 

first day of interviews, from the beginning of the discussion, a participant clarified that, 

“The traditional music of Iran (musiqi-ye sonnati-ye irān) --well, actually, we should say 

the authentic music of Iran (muzik-e asil-e iran).”54 This expression was used by other 

participants as well, who used the word asil (authentic) interchangeably with sonnati 

(traditional).  

The specific meaning of asil points to the particular valence of authenticity that 

Persian classical music carries in Iranian culture, and authenticity interwoven with a 

narrative of continuity with the distant past. The root of this word is from the Arabic asl, 

which means origin. The use of asil in reference to this genre of music situates classical 

or traditional Persian in a narrative of continuity vis-a-vis Iranian culture, one rooted in 

an ancient history and at times brought up by some Iranians as a means by which to 

challenge the Islamic regime, by pointing to ways of life that existed before the advent of 

                                                
51 Gen’ichi Tsuge, “Avaz”. Encyclopedia Iranica, 1987. http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/avaz (last 

updated 17 August 2011). 
52  Hormoz Farhat, The Traditional Art Music of Iran, (Tehran: High Council of Culture and Art, Centre for 

Research and Cultural Co-ordination, 1973). 
53  Jean During, Zia Mirabdolbaghi , and Dariush Safvat , The art of Persian music, (Washington, D.C.: 

Mage Publishers, 1991), 19. 
54 Houshmand Aghili, in discussion with the author, July 5th, 2012. 
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Islam in Iran. Iranian composer and ethnomusicologist Hormoz Farhat notes that 

“scattered historical documents” attest to the elaborate “musical life at the court of the 

Achaemenians (550-331 B.C.[E.]), and that the “armies of the Empire marched to the 

sound of martial music and the religious rites of the Zoroastrians involved chanting of 

sacred hymns.”55 The first documents detailing Persian music are from the Sassanian 

period (224-642 C.E.), in which “musicians enjoyed an exalted status at court,” the most 

notable example of which involves the legend of Bārbād, the most famous musician of 

King Khosrow (590-628 C.E.).56 Bārbād is “credited with the organization of a unique 

musical system containing seven royal modes (khsorovani), 30 derivative modes (lahn) 

and 360 melodies (dastan),” which apparently correspond with the number of days,  the 

weeks, the month and the year of the Sassanian calendar.57 While it is unknown today 

what these modes and melodies were, and it is understood that over the course of time 

many were forgotten or changed in the course of shifting political boundaries and cultural 

exchange58, the overall model of the aforementioned musical system corresponds roughly 

to the current theoretical organization of the radif, dastgah’s, and gushe’s, as well as the 

historical tradition of Persian court musicians.  

Persian classical music’s place as the primary title bearer of authentic (asil) 

Iranian music was in fact challenged by one of my interviewees, a musician trained in the 

classical as well as Kurdish folk music genres (more on him is in the section on Regional 

Folk Music). Himself Iranian-Kurdish, he stated that, “[Kurdish] Tanbur [lute] music is 

                                                
55 Hormoz Farhat, The Traditional Art Music of Iran, (Tehran: High Council of Culture and Art, Centre for 

Research and Cultural Co-ordination, 1973), 3. 
56 Ibid.  
57 Ibid, 3-4.  
58 During, Mirabdolbaghi, and Safvat, The Art of Persian Music, 33. 
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closer to the asil/original/authentic music of Iran: it is less mixed with other music, like 

Arab music and the music of other groups that entered Iran,” adding that Horrami 

Kurdish is closer to (the older) Pahlavi Persian and that Bārbād (mentioned above) was 

from the Kurdish area around the city of Kermanshah, in Western Iran.59   In this 

narrative, Kurdish music is more asil or authentically Iranian than even that of classical 

Persian music.  

 Often, those I interviewed would first describe their involvement in Persian 

classical music by what it is not, that is, to clarify that what they do is not cheap 

entertainment. Consider the following selection in my discussion with Aidin Okhovat, an 

Iranian-Jewish musician in his early- twenties who had the year prior started law school 

(at the time of our interview):  

A.O.: When I say [I play] gigs I don’t mean weddings, restaurants, anything 

like that. Not that it’s not respectful - it’s [just] not pleasant for a classical 

musician— 

 

IY:  Oh, have people asked you to— 

 

A.O.: Yeah all the time, [at] galleries, [saying], “Oh it’s an art exhibit, it’s a 

cultural thing.” But then you go and you have to sit in the corner and play while 

people are walking around drinking wine and talking and it’s like, you know, 

[my music] it’s not background music. And it’s hard to make people understand 

that, understand why I’m opposed to it. I think all Persian musicians kind of 

have this inherent aversion to playing at events like that, but it’s very hard to 

explain to people why not…because it’s like, my music is more serious to me. 

[Maybe] you see it as something, as entertainment - I see it as life…When 

you’re playing at a place like that you’re kind of forced to play something that 

people are expecting to hear…you can’t really play what you want to play, what 

you’re feeling like playing at that time. I feel like it’s belittling your art a little 

bit, or belittling your talent and…it becomes more like business as opposed to 

art. I’m opposed to it and so are a lot of people…60 

                                                
59 Kourosh Moradi, in discussion with the author, July 23rd, 2012. 
60 Aidin Okhovat, in discussion with the author, July 17th, 2012. 
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Mr. Okhovat’s distaste for being in the “background” and “in the corner” while other 

activities take place pinpoints the ways in which the elements of a performance space, 

placement and function of the musician bear upon the relationship between musician and 

audience and the values communicated therein. The undesirable scenario he describes 

could be contrasted to a concert setting: instead of the artist facing people’s backs as they 

mill about and pay more attention to other things, the audience and musician(s) face each 

other, contact both ways is more directed, and both parties are fixed in place and more 

able to attend to just the experience of expressing through music making or listening. The 

audience’s attention is fully on the artist (s), whose attention in turn is fully in tune with 

producing music in front of their audience. The ideal scenario is characterized by 

mutuality and direct connection between the listener and the audience, as well as respect 

given to the artist in fully attending to their music as they choose to present it. At a 

classical concert, he would be paid, much as he would be paid at the gallery.  

It is the lack of independence in choosing one’s repertoire and the lack of 

attention and respect for one’s work that differentiates musical activity that is 

professional entertainment and business from music playing that is professional art. Many 

others that I interviewed specifically pointed out that their work as musicians in 

performing classical Persian music involved the artist (not the audience) dictating the 

repertoire, serving the purpose of elevating the audience61, that “this is an art from 

                                                
61 Piraya Pourafar, in discussion with the author, July 12th, 2012. 
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another world they [musicians] are bringing”62, and that “Good artists…don’t think of 

business/ honarmandā-ye khub…be bāzār fekr nemikonan.”63  

Mr. Okhovat left Iran with his family in 1998, at the age of nine, in search of 

“better opportunities here” in the U.S. and it was here in 2001 that he began to study the 

tār and setār with Ms. Piraya Pourafar, then Keyvan Saket, and Fariborz Azizi, until 

2009.64 At the time of my interview, he had already been recorded on some ensemble 

albums that have come out in the U.S. and in Iran (such as Half Red, Half Yellow/Nimeh 

Sorkh, Nimeh Zard) and was in the process of composing his own music for a 

forthcoming solo album. He noted that producing an album is better accomplished in 

Iran, where the studios are better suited for traditional Iranian instruments, and where the 

cost of producing an album is lower. His father, born in Kermanshah, learned tār for a 

short while in Iran under Dariush Piniatan, but decided not to go forward professionally.  

I was struck to learn that his Mr. Okhovat’s father was crafting traditional plucked 

instruments in their home in L.A.. Apparently, Mr. Okhovat’s father had started to learn 

how to make tārs about 20 years ago, as a hobby. They informed me that there is high 

demand for instrument making in Iran in recent decades, but not enough people who 

know how to make them, and so “you have to wait a year in line, they’re that busy, 

backordered.”65 Now that they live in the U.S., his father is more seriously making tārs 

and setārs.  (See Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3). 

 

                                                
62 Shahram Fassazadeh, in discussion with the author, July 27th, 2012. 
63 Vahid Bayat, in discussion with the author, July 20th, 2012. 
64 Aidin Okhovat, in discussion with the author, July 17th, 2012. 
65 Ibid. 
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Figure 
3.2, the 
author 
with Mr. 
Okhovat 

  

 

      

 

 

Persian classical music was 

described with particular emphasis on the 

prominent use of improvisation as well the 

intense sense of emotion or sentiment that 

accompanies a musician’s performance. 

Mr. Okhovat described it as follows:  

 

Western music is more rule based and academic. Western people have a way 

more academic approach to it, Persians have more of a sentimental approach to 

it, they look more at the little things, and they focus more on the repertoire, and 

on improvisation… classical Persian music, when you go hear, there’s pieces 

in an album, there’s usually 5 or 6 pieces orchestrated or composed, and in 

between avāzs and whichever dastgāh or mode you’re in, there’s improvisation 

with an instrument or two and a singer…[they]improvise on the gushes and the 

dastgāh that they’re doing at that time. So there’s a lot of room for 

improvisation…if you invite me to a gig and tell me to play here for 20 minutes, 

I’ll improvise the whole thing, you know. But if you give a Western violinist, 

they’ll play a piece from Tchaikovsky or Schubert…It’s a musical culture, it’s 

Figure 3.1, Mr. Okhovat with his father 

Figure 3.3, the instrument display in their home 
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how the music is laid out. Our culture is more focused on improvisation, like 

the Western culture is more in playing composed pieces...66 

 

In this understanding, Persian classical music has its own culture, a culture informed by a 

musical system that structurally creates space for improvisation, for the individual and 

unique expression of the artists in a particular moment in time that cannot be repeated. 

The lengthy passages of time during which the musician is improvising involve a great 

expenditure of energy, focus and a certain degree of openness and vulnerability on the 

part of the artist. One musician explained the dynamic in this way:  

Good artists [of Persian classical music]…think of the heart of the art…The 

heart of the art is that very love. Love of what? Love of integrity (dorosti), love 

that you should be honest. When you perform pure music (musiqi-ye nāb), you 

are saying something that you believe…because the artist is pouring their 

character out, they are showing their inner essence (bāten) to others… 

[honarmandāye khub…be asl-e honar fekr mikonan…asl-e honar hamoon 

eshgh. eshq be chi? Eshq be dorosti, eshq be inke ‘honest’ bāshi. vaghti ke 

shomā musiqi-ye nāb ro erāe mikoni, dārid be chizi ke eteqād dārid ro 

migid…chun honarmand shakhsiatesh ro dāre mirize birun, dāre bātenesh o 

neshun mide be mardom.]67 

 

The act of performing Persian classical music means being open and honest as an artist. 

For the work of the artist to be of high caliber, they must also be of good and pure 

character, since the “pure music” must be a reflection of the true “character” that is being 

expressed through music. Mr. Bayat’s word choice, referring to integrity and the pure, is 

also called “safā-ye bātin” (inner purity) and has been identified as part of an old and 

widespread Iranian cultural understanding of positive a personality, and stands in 

                                                
66 Aidin Okhovat, in discussion with the author, July 17th, 2012. 
67 Vahid Bayat, in discussion with the author, July 20th, 2012. 
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opposition to the cultural characteristic of being shrewd and business-like .68 This inner 

purity that is sincerely revealed is a character trait that the best of musicians should aspire 

to, and is informed by Iranian cultural conceptions of upstanding character and nobility. 

Persian Popular Classics and the Legacy of Golhā  

Six of the twenty-four I interviewed, or 25 %, show involvement with performing 

popular songs of a former era, i.e. Iranian popular classics. This music has a melodic 

structure based on the dastgāh and employs the fixed meter and strophic type of song 

known as tasnif.69 Performances of these popular classics often include non-Persian 

instruments and arrangements.These popular classics are characterized by the kind of 

music performed by singers Marzieh, Vigen, and Delkash, and musicians Habibollah 

Badi’i, Parviz Yahaghi, Homayun Khorram, Ruholla Khaleghi and the Golhā Orchestra.  

The Golhā radio program (Flowers of Persian Song and Music) was broadcast on 

government owned Iranian radio from 1956 through 1979.70 For 23 years Iran’s top 

musical artists, composers, arrangers, and a Golhā orchestra convened in the work of 

Golhā radio to transmit a variety of programs showcasing “classical Persian singing 

(āvāz) and poetry, but also modern poetry, popular romantic ballads (tarānā), tunes and 

songs (tasnif ),” as well as traditional and folk songs from various regions and ethnic 

groups of Iran.71 The newly composed works combined traditional Iranian music 

                                                
68M.C.Bateson, J.W. Clinton, J.B.M. Kassarjian, H. Safavi, and M. Soraya, “Safā-ye Bātin. A Study of the 

Interrelations of a Set of Iranian Ideal Character Types” in  Psychological dimensions of Near Eastern 

studies. ed. Carl L. Brown and Norman Itzkowitz, Princeton, N.J.: Darwin Press (1977), 262, 273.  
69 Gen’ichi Tsuge, “Avaz”. Encyclopedia Iranica, 1987. http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/avaz (last 

updated 17 August 2011). 
70 Jane Lewisohn, "Flowers of Persian Song and Music: Davud Pirniā and the Genesis of the 

Programs". Journal of Persianate Studies. (2008) 1 (1): 79. 
71 Ibid, 88, 90.  
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(instruments and dastgāhs), western classical instruments and orchestration, and lyrics of 

contemporary Iranian poetry often interspersed with quotes or references to classical 

poetry. The music of Golhā was not only popular, but brought music and musicians to a 

public level of greater appreciation and respectability.72 This newly developing genre of 

popular Persian classics is one that many of those whom I interviewed identified 

interchangeably with the work of the Golhā orchestra, its composers and musicians, and 

the radio program itself. Thus, the “work of Golhā is virtually synonymous with Persian 

popular classics of this era.  

Mr. Shahram Fassazadeh is an Iranian-Jewish violinist in his early 60’s (having 

also studied the setār, santur, and piano) who emigrated to the U.S. from Iran in the past 

decade. He said that when he first heard violin solos on the radio, at the age of eight years 

old, he lost himself and became transcendent (az khod bikhod shodam).73 When he was 

ten years old, in 1962, he played Saba’s “Zang-e Shotor” after hearing it only by ear on 

the radio. The song “Zang-e Shotor”(Bell of the Camel), composed by the famous 

musician and teacher Abolhassan Sabā. was specifically mentioned as significant in the 

musical memories and development of two musicians I interviewed (Mr. Fassazadeh and 

Mr. Adhami).  Both of these participants noted  in detail the special tuning of the violin in 

order to play this composition within the Persian modal system, in the tuning of “D-A-B-

                                                
72 For more on the low status of composed music, see Vahid Bayat’s comments regarding Ali Akbar 

Sheydā (whose work was featured on the Golhā program), under the section on Sufi Music.  
73 Shahram Fassazadeh, in discussion with the author, July 27th, 2012. 
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koron G”74, as opposed to the typical tuning of E-A-D-G.75 Mr. Fassazadeh later studied 

with one of the Golhā musicians, Rahmatollah Badi’i, and later performed with other 

famed pop classic singers such as Mahasti, Homeyra, Abdollah Shahidi, Hayedeh, and 

Golpāyegani (more Persian classical and avāz in this last example).76    

 

 

Loghman Adhami, a violinist, composer, teacher, and music school director in 

Costa Mesa, Orange County, began his musical study while living in Tehran.  He took 

private classes with Parviz Yahaghi, one of the most famous violinists and composers in 

Iran, also associated with the Golhā program.  Before that, he started playing violin at the 

age of ten years and taught himself by copying Yahaghi’s style as he heard it on the radio 

[by the Golhā Orchestra]. Hossein Kamrava, a professional tonbak player I interviewed, 

                                                
74 The koron is one of two accidentals in Persian music. With a symbol that looks like an upside down flat 

with a triangle for the body, the koron lowers the note it is next to by a quarter tone. (The other accidental, 

the sori, written as a sharp but with the angles that look like a right pointing carrot, indicates a raising of 

pitch by a quarter tone). Hormoz Farhat, The Dastgāh Concept in Persian Music. Cambridge [England]: 

Cambridge University Press (1990). 
75 Loghman Adhami, in discussion with the author, July 23rd, 2012, and Shahram Fassazadeh, in 

discussion with the author, July 27th, 2012. 
76 Shahram Fassazadeh, in discussion with the author, July 27th, 2012. 

Figure 3.4, the author with Mr. Fassazadeh Figure 3.5, the author with Mr. Adhami 
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was yet another who noted listening to the radio at the age of ten and eleven years old 

(before securing a teacher more formally) and memorizing the music he heard. Thus, the 

Golhā  radio program not only served as a platform for the advancement and 

popularization of new genre of Persian music and contemporary poetry, it also served as 

an educational tool whereby many of these artists began to test their passions and self-

teach by listening to master artists on broadcast.   

 Shahla Sarshar, an Iranian-Jewish female singer in her mid-late 50’s, insisted that 

“these [Golhā  pieces] are the lasting songs that in Iran to this very day, no one has been 

able make better songs [than these],” noting that she always performs this kind of music 

in her performances. By comparison, Ms. Sarshar added that the pure classical style, that 

she was also trained and has performed in, is more inclined to “provoke thought”(tafakor 

bar angiz), or heavy and intellectual, and that it is a certain style of music that does not 

attract all, but that the Golhā  music attracts everyone, across ages.77 In her current work, 

when she is invited to people’s homes to sing these Golhā songs together, they have 

‘become like anthems for the people there” (inā hanuze ke hanuze, har shab ke tu khune-

ye inā davat misham in tarāne-ha bāham mikhoonan va, masalan, sorud shode 

barāshun).78The legacy of the music and poetry of Golhā is precisely that, a precious and 

finite musical treasure that has no modern day equivalent, whether in Iran or in the 

diaspora. “After the revolution in Iran, Iranian music has totally gone, it’s all gone to 

                                                
77 Shahla Sarshar, in discussion with the author, July 16th, 2012. 
78 Ibid. 
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mourning and these things (musiqi-ye irāni az koli beyn raft. hamash shod be in ‘azā vo 

azādāri o in jur chizā).79  

 Farzaneh Hemmasi explains that the 

“[p]reservation and canonization of 

prerevolutionary music and media are a central 

function of the Los Angeles culture industries in 

which recordings and performances play central 

roles.”80 After a decade of settling into L.A. and 

establishing a more secure life, in the early 

1990s Ms. Sarshar began to contribute to this 

preservation through yearly performances in the 

L.A. area to audiences ranging from 1,000-1,300 

in number:  

… here we began to preserve and maintain the music of Iran (shoru kardim injā 

barā-ye hefz o negahdari-ye musiqi-ye iran) because at that time there were not 

dvd’s or tapes at all…now I see all these dvd’s and all these different cd’s of 

the Golhā Orchestra that they’re marketing, they’ve gathered it all, thankfully 

it’s all there and now people can go buy it and listen to it. But at that 

time…people had run away from Iran and they would come to America and 

work from morning til night, and they wanted a place to go at night, a place to 

go have fun, listen to music, with dance and such….and at that time with no 

resources (dast-e khāli), without any –for example – government to support us 

or any organization to support us, we began. We put on Golhā concerts, put our 

money into it, arranged a venue, put on an event…81 

 

                                                
79 Ibid.  
80 Farzaneh Hemmasi, "Iranian Popular Music in Los Angeles: A Transnational Public Beyond the Islamic 

State," in Muslim rap, halal soaps, and revolutionary theater: artistic developments in the Muslim world. 

Austin, ed. Karin van Nieuwkerk (Tex: University of Texas Press, 2011), 94.  
81 Shahla Sarshar, in discussion with the author, July 16th, 2012. 

Figure 3.6, the author with Ms.Sarshar 
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An arranger and conductor, Mr. Faride Farjad had the charge of gathering an orchestra 

and working on the musical arrangements, and Ms. Sarshar would plan the concerts 

otherwise while carefully choosing the repertoire. She placed great emphasis on her 

intention to strike a balance between tarāneh (composed songs with lyrics, often 

romantic ballads) and the classical improvisatory avāz, in order to meet the audience 

needs. She explained: “We presented the music to people in a way that was their favorite. 

I wouldn’t sit and sing avāz the whole time and have them tire [of it]. We would sing a 

tarāneh and in the same dastgāh [as the tarāneh] we would sing a bit of avāz, and then 

we would play and sing a joyful folk tarāneh.”82 

 

 Los Angeles music and media producers worked to preserve for future 

generations “Iranian music and culture that the revolution would have destroyed,” and, as 

Ms. Sarshar notes, a great deal of the Golhā work is now accessible for purchase. The 

large concerts that she helped produce and performed in lasted for less than a decade. The 

efforts and costs of putting them on could not balance against a diminishing audience, 

perhaps in part due to the fact that such music was increasingly becoming available on 

recording. She still performs now, to audiences of 500-600, approximately twice a year 

(once in L.A., and once in Israel). She plans 7-9 months in advance for these concerts, 

securing venue, attending to publicity, finding the right musicians and choosing the right 

repertoire, amongst other details. Ms. Sarshar’s live performances and concerts of the 

1990’s, and the work of others like her, filled a certain need that nothing else did at that 

                                                
82 Ibid.  
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time, preserving and celebrating Iranian popular classics of the Golhā  era for newly 

arrived and other immigrants in Los Angeles.  

 

Sufi Music  

 

Six of the twenty-four musicians that I interviewed were involved in the 

performance of Sufi music, or music associated with mystical and spiritual devotion of 

the Divine83. Four of those individuals, three men and one woman, are connected to the 

same Sufi sect and local community, and at times perform music at the local chapter of 

that sect, based in the Los Angeles suburbs. Two of those four came to the U.S. from Iran 

after 2003, and the other two, now married, have been in the U.S. since the 1980s.  

Piraya Pourafar is in her mid-40s, is a tār and setār player and instructor. She 

belongs to an L.A. based Persian-Fusion ensemble that plays both locally and tours 

internationally. Born in Tehran, at the age of 9, she attended the National Royal 

Conservatory of Music/Honarestāne Ālliye Musiqi-ye Melli, in Tehran. She started 

learning the tār by studying with Houshang Zarif, Āghā-ye Shahnāzi and Āghā-ye Sālehi. 

She learned piano, as required of all conservatory students, and took classes in harmony 

and counterpoint, studying both classical Western and Persian music. At 15 years old she 

graduated and began to teach the tār. At 18 years old she made a recording with Iran’s 

                                                
83 Sufism is the mystical branch of Islam, and there are hundreds if not thousands of varying Sufi orders 

and sects in Irān itself, let alone the Middle East and other parts of the world. For more on Sufism see Bos, 

Matthijs van den. 2002. Mystic regimes Sufism and the state in Irān, from the late Qajar era to the Islamic 

Republic. Leiden: Brill. http://site.ebrary.com/id/10089159; Ridgeon, Lloyd V. J. 2010. Morals and 

mysticism in Persian sufism: a history of sufi-futuwwat in Irān. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge. 

http://site.ebrary.com/id/10089159
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master classical vocalist Mohammad Rezā Shajariān. While still in Iran, she worked with 

the great female Persian classical singer Parisā, before this great artist went silent after 

the Iranian Revolution of 1979.   Ms. Pourafar also studied with Kianijād, a great ney 

(reed flute) player, and Mortezā Ayān, a tonbak player.  

Six months after the revolution, Ms. Pourafar left Iran and emigrated to the U.S., 

where she pursued undergraduate studies in medicine while playing music on the side. 

She formed her own classical Persian music group and performed briefly with a fusion 

ensemble.  She noted that at this time, during the 1980s, there were hardly any Iranian 

women performing on traditional musical instruments.84  Through one of her adult 

students, she was introduced to the local branch of an Iranian Sufi group and very 

gradually became involved with this spiritual and musical community.85 There she met a 

musician, Houman Pourmehdi, who would become her husband.  Together they formed 

the Persian Fusion ensemble "Lian" in the early 1990’s at the urging of the world head of 

their Sufi sect. She emphasizes that her primary aim is "to produce Sufi music."86  

 When I asked Ms. Pourafar how she defines Sufi music, she deferred as to 

whether or not she was qualified to answer (a characteristic Sufi response), but noted that 

it had to do with a quality of focus in the moment and specific feeling: 

I had no idea [then] what Sufi music is. But, still I don’t. It’s a really big claim 

to say I play Sufi music. But gradually I learned one thing, that I should put 

behind everything that I know....put it aside...[and] improvise...hamash (all of 

it), and be at the moment at the present...dar jave (in the setting of) khanagāh87. 

And so try to just follow the movement and the hāl (the feel).88 

                                                
84 Piraya Pourafar, interview with the author, July 12th, 2012. 
85 The author has prior personal experiences visiting this Sufi house of worship. 
86 Piraya Pourafar, interview with the author, July 12th, 2012. 
87 The khanagāh is a sufi house of worship.  
88 Ibid. 
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 I asked her where hāl comes from, and she answered that it comes from G-d.89 I asked 

how she sees herself as a musician in that process, and she said that she was "the 

medium." She explained:  

 

As a musician, I know the radif, I know the rules and regulations, but when I 

play, like, rules and regulations, nothing comes out of it. Ok it’s a good, good 

performance. Like many concerts that I go, they are very good musicians, they 

are great, you know, singers, whatever, but even once, I don’t get goose bumps. 

And if I don’t get goose bumps, that’s not good music. Despite the virtuosity 

of the musicians, I don’t consider it good music. And sometimes you hear a 

troubadour singing something, and then you start feeling – ‘Oh G-d, what is 

this?’ Maybe that person doesn’t know how to read notation, or never studied 

music, but he or she does something that drives you like nuts - that’s music.90 

 

Ms. Pourafar’s views reflect more than just a personal response to Sufi music making. 

Affecting the listener in a profound manner is a customary expectation for this music, 

which traditionally is played for spiritual engagement rather than pure entertainment.  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

                 

                                                
89 I use the orthographic practice of not fully spelling the name of the Divine, a part of Jewish tradition, 

whereby not writing it fully obviates the possibility of it being discarded disrespectfully.  
90 Piraya Pourafar, interview with the author, July 12th, 2012. 

Figure 3.7, the Lian Ensemble Figure 3.8, the Lian Ensemble 
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Vahid Bayāt arrived in Los Angeles in 2009.  He is a tār player and a singer, with 

professional training and experience in many genres of music: classical Persian, Azeri, 

Sufi, and Western classical vocal music. He was born in 1968 in the city of Zanjān, in the 

Iranian northwest province of Zanjān, in the state of Āzarbaijān. He described himself as 

coming from a musical family and noted his musical pursuits as taking off after the 

revolution (as a teenager), a curious development since this decade was a period of 

musical repression in the country. The uncle of his grandfather was Ali Akbar Sheydā 

(Bayāt), a poet and “one of the most famous songwriters of Iran.” 91 Sheydā wrote songs 

for well-known Iranian singers of the past, such as Marzieh, songs such as “Dar Fekr To 

Budam”/I Was Thinking of You and “Dush Dush”/Last Night.  Mr. Bayāt noted that 

anyone born and raised in Iran would have memorized and would easily recognize these 

songs.  

Before Ali Akbar Sheydā’s work, tarāneh and tasnif (composed songs) were in a 

poor situation. Using the English phrase interjected in his Persian, he said their quality 

was “low class” and “bi adab,” in this case meaning inappropriate.92 He further explained 

this to mean “the kinds of songs that women who did not know music would sing, 

women in the imperial court, songs had no cultural or literary value…written for women 

who would do bad work [prostitution]…”93. He emphasized that 100 years ago no good 

singer could sing a good tasnif in Iran because songs at such a high level did not exist. He 

said, with disdain:  

                                                
91 Personal communication with the author, July 20th, 2012. Ali Akbar Sheydā was known by his shorter 

name (without including the family name Bayat).  
92 Ibid.  
93 Ibid.  
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Previously, for example, a song was made regarding the cat of the Qajar king 

Naser ol din Shah, [with lyrics] ‘The kitty belongs to me, the birdy belongs to 

me etc.’, songs that are fitting for a child….Sheydā brought credibility and 

honor to [composed] music, with beautiful music and poetry for the 

lyrics…They [Sheydā’s compositions] were not cheap [quality] songs, like 

those that we unfortunately see in Los Angeles these days.  

 

After the contributions of Ali Akbar Sheydā, he insisted, composed songs found a better 

and respectable place. Mr. Bayat said that he is proud to be in the lineage of this man. 

Mr. Bayat’s father’s maternal uncle played the tār. His mother played the daf and 

dāyereh (a small frame drum) and his father had a beautiful voice and sang for a brief 

time on the radio, but stopped “because of the religious problems we had.”  He seems to 

have inherited talent as a singer. When he was 9 years old he became the solo singer in 

his elementary school’s chorus.  At 10 years old he won first place in an all-state singing 

competition and later won a national singing competition at a music camp.  

After he returned from singing in music camp, Mr. Bayat asked his family to 

purchase a tār for him, and he began to play alone. He began formal music lessons at 12 

years old when he attended the Honarestān School of Music in Tehran to study tār with 

ostād (master) teacher Houshang Zarif. At 13 years old he went on weekends to the city 

of Tabriz once a week to learn the Āzeri tār with ostād Ali Salimi.  Ali Salimi was born 

in Baku but after Azarbaijan separated from Iran and came under Soviet purview, he 

immigrated to Iran.  Ali Salimi wrote the famous Azerbaijani song in Turkish, “Ayriliq”, 

popular in Iran as sung by the arguably most renowned and beloved Iranian singer of 

popular classics in the 1970s, Googoosh (b. 1950, who left Iran in 2000, and now again is 

musically quite active from her base in London). Mr. Bayat continued his formal training 
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at a private arts school, the Mahoor Institute94 in Tehran, where he was the student of one 

of Iran’s top tār players and composers, Hossein Alizadeh. He stressed that for years he 

would travel 4-5 hours by bus to take a tar class, and spend another 4-5 hours on the 

return trip, leaving mornings, returning in the middle of the night. This was particularly 

challenging given that classes would suddenly be canceled, he claimed, because the 

Mahoor Institute was not a government institution.   

When Mr. Bayat was about 15 years old, he began to study with the Iranian 

master tār player Mohammad Rezā Lotfi, who had just returned to Iran from the United 

States. Mr. Bayat met master Lotfi at the Sufi house of worship they frequented, and 

shortly thereafter, he enrolled in master Lotfi’s course at the Mahoor Institute.  There, 

master Lotfi offered a second level tar class called “Maktab Khāneye Mirzā Abdollā” 

modeled after the maktab khāne (an older model of school, where students would sit 

around the teacher closely and take notes) and based on the teachings of Mirza Abdollā.  

During the years that Mr. Bayat spent learning the tār he practiced on his own and 

applied what musical principles he learned, singing at the same time. He would compose 

music and when he was 17 years old he was taped singing on Zanjan television. When he 

was 20 years old, he started his first ensemble in Zanjan called Goruh-e Delnavāz (The 

Heart-Warming Group), which performed actively for 4-5 years.  

At the age of 28-29 years old, Mr. Bayat moved from Zanjan to Baku, Azerbaijan 

where he lived for seven years while pursuing an M.A. at the Baku Music Academy.  At 

                                                
94 The Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art was founded in 1987 and describes its mission as “to produce 

and promote original works of and on the music of Iran…releas[ing] more than 500 CDs, 200 cassettes 

with different contents, 40 packages of CDs and cassettes, as well as 200 titles of books and pamphlets on 

music. Mahoor for the major part has concerned about Persian classical music and Iranian folk music from 

scholarly and pedagogical aspects.” http://www.mahoor.com/about.aspx   

http://www.mahoor.com/about.aspx
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the Academy he studied both Azeri music and Western classical vocal performance 

(addressed in more detail in the section on Regional Folk Music).  Prior to moving to the 

United States, Mr. Bayat performed with the Los Angeles based Lian Ensemble in their 

concerts in California 2007-2008, commemorating Rumi’s 800th birthday celebration95. 

In 2009 he moved to the U.S. where he now teaches and performs Persian classical and 

Azeri music.  Mr. Bayat also plays Sufi music, but only in Sufi settings, not for general 

audiences.96 He said that here in the U.S., he performs half Azeri and half Persian 

repertory in his concerts. At the time of our interview, Mr. Bayat said that since 2011 he 

has been involved in a weekly live music show on the satellite television network Tasvir 

Iran TV, produced in the San Fernando Valley. 97 Aired on Fridays from 7:00-8:00pm, 

the show is called “Navāye Del” (Melody of the Heart), and addresses European classical 

music, traditional Iranian music, and Azeri music and dance.98  

Mr. Bayat’s involvement with Sufi music is tied to the setting of the khānāgāh, 

(Sufi house of prayer) where music and community are intertwined. 99  Mr. Bayat’s 

immediate family, as well as his paternal uncles and grandfather, were all darvishes 

(those initiated in a Sufi order, in pursuit of a path of closeness to the Divine). His family 

                                                
95 2007 according to the Lian group's website.  
96 Years before starting this research, I had been visiting my Iranian father at the Sufi house of worship they 

all attend, and heard Vahid and his son play and sing in the prayer setting. Though I had not been formally 

introduced to them before, I was pleasantly surprised when my snowball sampling brought me to see him 

again, and this time learn about his musical work in detail.  
97 According to one of its websites, Tasvir Iran TV  was founded in 1993 and “is the first Iranian satellite 

TV and radio station broadcast all over [the] USA, Europe and Canada.” 

http://jahantv.com/Persian/Iran/Iranian/OnLine/Live/Streaming/TVs/tasvir-TV.html 
98 Towards the end of our interview, Vahid showed me dvd’s of Azeri music videos he had helped produce, 

set in a natural grassy field with the actors wearing traditional Azeri clothing and with traditional Azeri 

dance.  
99 For more on the khānāgāh in its historical development, see Böwering, Gerhard and Matthew Melvin-

Koushki, “ḴĀNAQĀH,” Encyclopedia Iranica. 12/15/10. Last Updated: April 20, 2012: 

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/kanaqah 

http://jahantv.com/Persian/Iran/Iranian/OnLine/Live/Streaming/TVs/tasvir-TV.html
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/kanaqah
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(the Bayat family) built the khānāgāh in the city of Zanjan and the name of his uncle 

Rahim Khān appears on the carpets and kililms there. He went to the khānāgāh as a child, 

and at the age of 18, after six years of intensive tar study, he would play for the 

darvishes. Mr. Bayat was once invited to London to play for Agha Jan (Dear Sir), then 

the head of the Sufi order. 100 It was at the khānāgāh in London that he become 

acquainted with the Lian Group, and also with other dervishes from the Los Angeles area 

who had been visiting the Sufi master (in Persian, pir) in London. Upon arrival in the 

U.S., in L.A., he went straight from the airport to the local khānāgāh.101 Aside from the 

dervishes and musicians he had met in London, he didn’t know anyone in the U.S., but he 

was able to he stay in the khānāgāh until he found a place to live and some work. He 

explains the importance of this community: “The khānāgāh has been everywhere in my 

life, as a blessing, with good friends given [to me], and with my music.”102 Mr. Bayat’s 

involvement in Sufi music in the khānāgāh facilitated his move to the United States. The 

Sufi order provides a social network of trust, and the khānāgāh serves as the setting that 

brings the community together. These factors combine with the Sufi values and practice 

of freely offering help and service as a form of chivalry (or javānmardi), where 

individuals in the same order, even if strangers, help each other with practical needs and 

professional networking.  

 

                                                
100 According to Mr. Bayat, the head of the order heard recordings of his music and was prompted to invite 

him. 
101 Incidentally and unbeknownst to me until that interview, it was my Iranian father who came to the 

airport when Mr. Bayat arrived in the U.S., to take him to the khānāgāh.  
102 Personal communication with the author, July 20th, 2012. 
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The setting of the khānāgāh is a significant topic to this thesis and to any analysis 

of Sufi music making in the U.S. or elsewhere.  Mr. Bayat maintained that making Sufi 

music and the setting of the khānāgāh are inseparable, whether in Iran or in the U.S. He 

asked, rhetorically, “In America, where can you find a place like the khānāgāh where 

everyone is quiet with this good music, and they listen attentively? [With] people who 

want a spiritual path (rāhe ma’naviyat). The khānāgāh is a school (maktab) that supports 

this culture.”103  However, Piraya Pourafar (introduced above) who is involved in the 

same Sufi community, felt that the music needn’t be performed in that particular space in 

order to be considered Sufi music. When I asked her whether there is a difference 

between the concert hall and the khānāgāh, Ms. Pourafar’s answer was “not really,” and 

that while the formality of setting differs, the music still depends on the hāl, the feeling 

that comes through the musicians to the audience.  Yet, Mr. Bayat insisted that the 

khānāgāh is a unique space and the only place where Persian classical music has been 

protected. He explained the particulars of the setting in light of logistics and history:  

                                                
103 Personal communication with the author, July 20th, 2012. 

Figure 3.9, the author with Mr. Bayat 
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No, the only place that [this] music was well preserved was the khānāgāh. Since 

the khānāgāh was a spiritual place, people wanted to hear good music. And 

those well versant in music, the only place they could go and play their 

instruments was the khānāgāh. For example, Ali Akbar Sheydā…the khānāgāh 

gave him a place and he went there and lived there. For example…consider 

that…this individual would go live in the khānāgāh and once a week he would 

perform for the darvishes, and they gave him all that he wanted. From this 

perspective, those versant in music (musicians) were safe: their lives were 

financially secure and they could perform their music well, none of this ‘clap 

and let’s dance’ (bezan o berakhsim). He would play spiritual music and that is 

what the darvishes wanted from him. The khānāgāh was the place for the 

performance of spiritual music, music that has poetry and good words and 

melody. And since the darvishes sat and listened quietly, the musicians could 

perform the best possible music. It wasn’t a meeting of partying festivities and 

“clap and dance” and wedding and holidays….from Darvish Khan to the 

society/institution of Okhovat, Ali Akbar Sheyda, with all the great ones in our 

khānāgāh played their instruments. Mohammad Reza Lotfi would come to our 

khānāgāh and play.104 

It is important to note that Mr. Bayat’s comment here was in response to a question I 

asked about the role of Iran’s non-Muslim religious minorities in the preservation and 

performance of classical Persian music. He is no longer talking exclusively about Sufi 

music, but about classical Persian music and the ways in which the Sufi setting and 

culture has preserved the Persian classical form. From a strictly musical perspective, the 

modes and musical style are the same; it is the sentiment behind the expression, the 

intentions and character of the musicians and the audience that are different. Mr. Bayat 

emphasized, just as Ms. Pourafar did, that Sufi music is not about the technique. Mr 

Bayat, though went so far as to say that is in the khānāgāh and that it is about the 

personal, potential abilities, and the moral character of the individual playing. The 

internal character of the musician comes to bear upon the feeling in the music played, and 

in the affect it would have on the listener.  

 

                                                
104 Ibid. 
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Regional Folk Music  

 

Kurdish Music 

 

Of the twenty-four I interviewed, four perform Kurdish music, one performs 

Azeri music, and one performs a variety of folk music from around Iran. I began the 

study with a keen awareness of the importance of ethnicity in Iran’s linguistically and 

ethnically diverse society. Thus, while my research began with an inquiry on involvement 

with traditional or classical Persian music, the musicians whom I interviewed indicated 

that folk music needs to be included in this study. The significance of the regional and 

folk music of Iran is a critical topic to this thesis and to any examination of traditional 

Iranian music making in the U.S. or elsewhere.   

Kourosh Moradi was born in 1981 in the western Kurdish city of Kermanshah, 

Iran. He and his family are of the Kurdish ethno-linguistic group, Iran’s third largest 

ethnic group (after Persians), and second largest ethnic minority (after the Azeri). They 

speak a dialect of Kurdish and comprise about 10 percent of Iran’s population.105 Mr. 

Moradi plays the tār, setār, daf, tonbak, dohol (large cylindrical drum, struck on both 

                                                
105 Because Persian is Iran’s official state language, virtually every Iranian in the country speaks Persian. 

These ethnic groups (Azeri Turkic, or Kurd), and even Persian cities (e.g. Isfahan, Shiraz) are known for 

their particular accent as well as slang variations in the standard Persian that they speak, which often serves 

as the source of intra-regional jokes and humor (Turkic Iranians will pronounce the “j” of Persian more like 

a “z”, and those from the city of Isfahan are known to speak in a drawn out, melodic, sing-song pattern). 

This is analogous to how an Arkansas southern drawl or the nasal, rounded vowel Brooklyn-ese in the U.S. 

might stand out to those not from those areas.  Nevertheless, while Iran’s ethno-linguistic minorities all 

speak Persian, they also speak their particular ethnic language at home and in their communities, though 

not with any state institutional support. In fact, Iran’s central government, both under previous Pahlavi rule 

as well as under the Islamic Republic, has worked with varying degrees of force over time to stifle efforts 

for comprehensive ethnic language schools and news media.  
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sides), and the Kurdish tanbur (Kurdish lute). From the age of 3-4 years many of these 

instruments, such as the tanbur and the daf, were his toys. 

   

“An instrument is a culture (ye sāz ye farhangi-e),” Mr. Moradi stated.  Indeed, 

the significance of the tanbur in Kurdish Sufi music is such that it occupies an entire 

category of music making that Mr. Moradi called tanburi music, or music of the tanbur, 

and has been around for “at least hundreds of years.”106 The tanbur is a long necked three 

stringed lute originating from Kurdistan and is considered a sacred instrument of Sufis in 

Kurdistan.107 The tanbur has seventy-two maqāms (scales) and can also be called 

maqami music (musiqi-ye maqāmi). In contrast to classical Persian music and other 

music throughout the Middle East, this music has no quarter tones.108 While he is 

educated in the genre of traditional or classical Persian music, Mr. Moradi stated that this 

is just a small piece of Iranian music. He noted that tanbur music is not only a separate 

                                                
106 Kourosh Moradi, in discussion with the author, July 23rd, 2012. 
107 Regarding the sacred nature of the tanbur and its construction amongst Sufis in western Iran, see: Navid 

Fozi, “The Hallowed Summoning of Tradition: Body Techniques in Construction of the Sacred Tanbur of 

Western Iran,” Anthropological Quarterly, Vol. 80, No. 1 (Winter, 2007), pp. 173-205. 
108 But, Mr. Moradi noted, the Kurdish “shah khwashin” maqām [scale] is similar to the chāhārgāh 

dastgāh.  

Figure 4.1, the author with Mr. Moradi Figure 4.2, an instrument display in his home 
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and distinct genre, but that is has influenced the classical Persian genre. Persian classical 

music began formal canonization through the use of written notations and recordings 

from the early part of the 20th century onwards. But in the past 30-40 years that genre, 

typically characterized by only four or five rhythms, has been influenced by Kurdish 

rhythms found in tanburi music, such as 11/8, 12/8, 13/18, 7/8, and 10/8 meters.109 He 

added that in the past few decades the daf, typically reserved to Kurdish and other Iranian 

regional music, has increasingly found its way into classical Persian music ensembles and 

their music. Furthermore, Mr. Moradi stated that more than 60% of those involved in 

traditional Iranian music are Kurdish. 110 This connects to Bruno Nettl’s studies of 

Persian classical music in Iran in the late 1960s and early 1970s, where he has noted that, 

“music was to a disproportionate extent carried out by ethnic and religious minorities… 

in villages and small town of northern Iran, musicians were often Kurds and Baluchis 

(Nettl 191).”111 Citing examples of famous Iranian Kurdish classical music artists, such 

as Shahram Nazeri, this interlocuter’s comment suggests that the disproportionate 

involvement of Kurdish Iranians in classical Persian music currently extends beyond 

Iran’s geographic periphery and come into the mainstream, perhaps a phenomena of the 

post-revolutionary era.  

Mr. Moradi first learned tonbak in Kermanshah from Aghaye Farid, and then 

from Hamid Moghadam. In 1995, at the age of 14 years old, Mr. Moradi first performed 

publicly with his father’s music group, at the Vahdat Hall (Tālāre Vahdat) opera concert 

                                                
109 Kourosh Moradi, in discussion with the author, July 23rd, 2012. 
110 Ibid.  
111 Bruno Nettl. Nettl's Elephant: On the History of Ethnomusicology. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 

2010, 191. 
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hall in Tehran. That year he performed a few more times, around different parts of Iran. 

At the national celebrations of the 22nd of Bahman (Feb 10th) commemorating the 

anniversary of the Islamic revolution, there would be celebrations at school, and for 4-5 

years Mr. Moradi was asked to play the tanbur and sing as well, songs such as “Bāz 

Havāye Vatanam Arezoost/Again I Long for My Homeland.”112 Mr. Moradi learned daf 

with Bijan Kamkar when he was17 and 18 years old.113 His father had opened up a music 

school in Tehran in 1990, and by the time Mr. Moradi was 17 and 18 years old, he began 

to teach there.114 In 2000, he left Iran, performing Kurdish music, traditional Persian 

music, and tanbur music in places like Spain, Portugal, Norway, Germany, Poland, and 

Paris, all the while learning from other musicians. Mr. Moradi noted that he was more 

active musically after leaving Iran. For about 13 years he taught private classes in Iran, 

the tanbur and the daf, mostly to those who are 14-15 years old, typically with a total of 

30-40 students, but it varied.  Since leaving Iran, he sees about 5-6 students a week, with 

a wider variety in student age, ranging from 10 to 80 years old. Most of his students are 

40 years old and above, of mixed sex. Here the people learn from him more as hobbyists, 

and often people are more interested in percussive instruments, like the daf. At the time 

of my interview he had about 15 students learning the tanbur, all of them about 30 years 

old. He noted that for the students in his tanbur class, it is an instrument that each student 

                                                
112 The title of this well-known traditional Persian song could, on the surface level, be understood as 

patriotic or nationalistic, but close examination of the lyrics imply potential spiritual and mystical meanings 

as well, i.e. the longing for the homeland of the Divine.  
113 Bijan Kamkar is a member of the Kurdish family music ensemble, the Kamkar Group, arguably Iran’s 

most famous Kurdish music group.  
114 Regarding some former bureaucratic challenges when teaching music in Iran, Mr. Moradi said that 

many years ago, when he and his family wanted to start a school on teaching the tanbur, the Ministry of 

Culture would obligate them to take a government test in traditional Persian music, which has no 

relationship with tanburi music. Mr. Moradi noted that it is less like this currently in Iran.  
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really loves. I understand this as his subtle indication of a requisite spiritual affinity, a 

certain passion and respect for the learning, playing and practice, expected of such 

students in order to learn the tanbur specifically.  

Mr. Moradi’s father is the well-known Ali Akbar Moradi, an Iranian-Kurdish 

tanbur player (who started playing music at the age of six) and who has also produced 

research on the tanbur, such as a short piece (booklet) titled “Maqāmate Tanbur” 

(Maqāms of the Tanbur). Forty years ago Ali Akbar Moradi, with other musicians like 

Mr. Khademi, began the process of introducing the little known about tanbur to other 

parts of Iran. Underscoring the diversity of musical activity in Iran, Mr. Moradi noted 

that even within similar cultural and linguistic areas, every group, city, and even village 

in Iran has its own music (muzik-e shahri) such that the music can vary just 20 miles 

away.  This point underscores the significance and proliferation of musical diversity 

throughout Iran, and the ways in which this is reflected in the musical activities of some 

of those I interviewed in Los Angeles and southern California.  

 

Figure 4.3, concert the summer of 2012 Figure 4.4, back of concert flyer 
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The singer Shahla Sarshar (mentioned above) noted that the repertoire in most of 

her concerts showcases classical Persian music as well as a variety of folk music 

particular to different geographic areas of Iran. She sings songs from the Kurdish region 

and from Bojnord, and songs associated with the cities of Mashhad and Shiraz. When I 

asked for specific examples, she began to sing a song from the city of Shiraz known by 

the title “Aziz Beshin Be Kenāram”(“Dear, Come Sit by Me”) (which she noted in the 

Shirazi dialect of Persian, would have the slightly different title of “Aziz Besh Be 

Kenāram”). Ms. Sarshar has a particular affinity for singing the Kurdish music of Iran. In 

order to make these Kurdish folk songs more accessible to Iranian L.A.’s predominantly 

Persian speaking audience, she maintains the original folk melodies and translates the 

Kurdish lyrics into Persian. She said that the majority of the Kurdish melodies that she 

sings have the poetry of an female Iranian poet, Homa Mirafshar (who, also, now lives in 

L.A.). 

Discussion of Iran’s traditional music necessitates recognition of the folk genres 

as well. Ms. Sarshar insisted:  

Every song that is made in the Iranian radif (modal form) is Iranian music. 

Traditional music is not just āvāz, traditional music is the folk music as well. 

The folk music is from that [same] country, it’s not from some far off place, 

you know what I mean? That country [Iran] has diverse climates, has diverse 

languages, and there are diverse songs and melodies in that country.  

 

A particular virtue of Iran’s folk music, furthermore, is described by Ms. Sarshar in 

apparent distinction to that of Persian classical music: the folk music is happy and the 

classical music is less so. A taxonomy of Iranian musical forms and the varying feelings 

they invoke became apparent when I asked her about her concerts and who she performs 

with. She answered:  
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I sing with different musicians. It depends on what kind of program we are 

performing: if it’s classical, instruments like the tār and setār and daf and violin 

and kamānche [spike fiddle]. If it’s a program with both Iran’s classical music and 

with more joyful music – with Iran’s folk music – we use other instruments and a 

larger orchestra.”115 

 

Later in the interview she elaborated, linking part of the success of her concerts to the 

positive qualities of Iranian folk music that come through in her mixed repertoire:  

A person must deliver the music of their country in a certain way that people 

will accept…if I now [sing] “hā- hā -hā” [or tahrir, the improvisational, 

ornamented trilling in classical avāz] because I know the Iranian radif and all 

of Iranian avāz that I know, people don’t like it, they’ll get bored! When I sing 

the folk music, you enjoy it. Why? Because it has rhythm, it’s cheerful (shād-

e), and young people are in search of joy (javunā donbāle shādiyan), in search 

of something that has excitement (hayejān).”116  

 

Though Ms. Sarshar is skilled in folk and popular classics as well as trained in the 

Persian classical form, she adopts a perspective that allows her to both appreciate and 

critique the latter genre. For her, it is a matter of calibrating the variety of music played in 

order to meet the needs of the audience as she understands it. On the other hand, Vahid 

Bayat (noted above), a musician and singer skilled in the Persian classical form, Sufi 

music, as well as his own ethnic Azeri music, does not address the need to meet the needs 

of the audience. He noted that his work in performing is to raise the level of the audience, 

to educate them.  

 

Azeri Music 

 

Vahid Bayat and his family are of the Azeri ethno-linguistic group, Iran’s second 

largest ethnic group (after Persians). The Azeri are Turkic-speaking and comprise about 

16 percent of the country’s population. His first language was Azeri, but it was only 

                                                
115 Shahla Sarshar, in discussion with the author, July 16th, 2012. 
116 Ibid.  
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always a spoken language in the home or community because, as he noted, “They forced 

us to study Persian in schools, they never gave permission for Azeris or Kurds to learn 

their own language, both during the reign of the Pahlavi Shah and after the revolution 

under the Islamic Republic.”117 In addition to learning the Persian tār from the age of 12 

and thereafter, Mr. Bayat learned the Azeri tār, which is a little different from the Persian 

tār. At the age of 28-29 years old, Mr. Bayat moved from his hometown of Zanjan to 

Baku, Azerbaijan during which time he pursued an M.A. at the Baku Music Academy, 

studying both Azeri music and Western classical vocal performance.  

Despite over a dozen years of musical training and performance in Iran, Mr. 

Bayat felt that the level of music in Baku was so high that he no longer considered 

himself a professional, and determined that he needed much more musical training. He 

stated that 14 % of the population in Azerbaijan are musicians (at the time he was there, 1 

million or more of the then 7 million). Azerbaijan is one of the most important countries 

for music amongst the Muslim countries, he asserted, and showed me an Azerbaijani 

banknote that displays an image of an Azeri 

tar, spike fiddle, and treble clef on it. Such an 

image is unlikely to be seen in modern Iran, 

most certainly on currency, which feature 

images of religious figures (and even under 

Pahlavi rule, instruments displayed in the 

public sphere were often taboo).  

                                                
117 Vahid Bayat, in discussion with the author, July 20th, 2012. 

Figure 4.5, Azeri banknote with musical themes 
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“Language influences music (Zabān ruye musigh ta’sir dāre)…When the 

language changes, so does the accent in the music,”118 Mr. Bayat stated. When he went to 

Baku, Azerbaijan, it took him one year to learn his mother tongue of Azeri, since he had 

not been able to study Azeri formally in Iran. While pursuing his masters at the Baku 

Music Academy, he studied under two women, sisters, masters Khorrama and Fidan 

Ghassinova. For 3-4 years Vahid took classes with Alim Qasimoff, whom he called one 

of the top teachers in all of Baku, learning the radif of the music of Azarbaijan. Mr. 

Bayat, though, was able to introduce and teach to Mr. Qasimoff the particulars of the 

Iranian dastgāh of navā. Mr. Bayat’s studies and performances were in both traditional 

Azeri music and Western classical vocal performance as well.  In 2004, Mr. Bayat won 

first place in an international classical singing competition. From 2005-2008 Mr. Bayat 

served as a soloist at the government’s Azerbaijan State Opera. When I asked whether 

there were ever operas composed with traditional Middle Eastern music, Mr. Bayat 

described an original Azarbaijani opera from over 100 years ago, written by Uzeyir 

Hajibeyov. Titled Leili and Majnun, regarding the popular mythic and tragic love story of 

Persian literature, he told me that it was the first opera with tahrir. It has been dubbed the 

“First Opera of the Muslim East” and is based on traditional Azerbaijani maqāms, such 

that “[e]ntire segments of the opera feature specific [maq]ams, depending on the 

emotional effect the composer was trying to convey.”119 

                                                
118 Ibid.  
119 http://www.unesco.kz/publications/clt/Anniversaries_2008-9.pdf 

http://www.unesco.kz/publications/clt/Anniversaries_2008-9.pdf
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IV. IN DIASPORA: CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, & STRATEGIES 

 

In this chapter I outline the challenges and opportunities that face artists of Iranian 

traditional music in their performance and teaching work, within the context of Iranian 

L.A. and as immigrants in diaspora. I also describe some of the strategies employed to 

manage challenges, minimize potential barriers in their work, and tools they utilize to 

leverage opportunities for success and survival.  

 

Audience and Venue 

 

A challenge expressed by at least half of those I interviewed was frustration with 

the audiences they encounter in Los Angeles and its environs. The complaint was often 

threefold: the fact that most audience members are not adequately educated the 

particulars of classical Persian music; the use of classical Persian music to build false 

prestige in the L.A. social sphere; that there is not enough patronage or people in the 

audience (i.e. traditional Iranian music does not have a sufficient number of devotees, 

compared to those of Persian pop). 

L.A. audiences consistently demand upbeat and dance-friendly music, and a 

number of musicians shared stories of being interrupted or asked to play something 

different. One musician exclaimed:  

 

The L.A. setting is bad for this music, I have bad news for you. Despite the 

grand ads and the great companies behind these names...many in the audience 

don’t understand what the person is singing, what they’re saying… they like, 

the pop, the up-beat, the clap and dance, keyboard music. …. After a few pieces 

in shur, “Sir, what is this, we want to dance? We want to dance, we want ‘Gol 

Pari Joon.’ They want these songs that have no musical value, that have no radif 

value... 
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…all this music in LA...[yet] our great pride is in the poetry of our literature... 

the poetry they put in these [new] songs, it makes a person want to lose their 

stomach! This song, and people get up and dance, just to pass a night away...this 

is [also] what many [other] artists are saying...it’s as though you could even 

insult people in the lyrics, as long as the music is upbeat, they would still 

dance…120 
 

The exact phrase “clap and dance”/ bezan o berakhs was uttered with furstration by a 

handful of my interviewees. Because the music of many popular classics, and even some 

modern Persian pop, is written in the same modal forms as the classical music, those less 

informed tend to blur the boundaries of these genres. Thus, for a musician intent on 

playing one particular genre in a given performance (formal or informal) –particularly 

Persian classical – the sudden demand for an old dance tune displays a lack of musical 

knowledge and is felt as disrespectful to the artists’ decision to play the repertoire they 

have chosen. Another interviewee stated that amateur Persian classical ensembles come 

to Los Angeles from Iran and while their level of musical training and quality of 

performance is very low, because the lyrics send a political message that the audience 

wants to hear [i.e. one of dissidence and desiring freedom], people in L.A. will fill the 

concert halls. This again points to the perception that many in the audiences of L.A. are 

not adequately educated about the quality of the musical art form.  

 Attending concerts in Persian classical music is used a means to build social 

capital for those in Irangeles. Mr. Fassazadeh explained, “Many also come as part of 

comparing and competing (cheshmo ham cheshmi) [saying] ‘we understand traditional 

Persian music (musiqi-ye sonnati ham mā mifahmim)’ - and this is the problem.”121 

                                                
120 Shahram Fassazadeh, in discussion with the author, July 27th, 2012. 
121 Ibid.  
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Consuming Persian classical art music and attending such concerts elevates one’s 

prestige and the image of being educated and polished, comparable to those who 

attending Western classical opera for the appearance of sophistication. In bringing their 

children to a music lesson, one musician described a parent that would come wearing an 

“evening dress”, heavy makeup, and “10,000 dollars-worth of jewelry...[for] a simple 

music lesson,” and that other parents would at times exaggerate the progress of their 

children’s tar studies, as a way in which to show off.122  

At a Persian classical music 

concert that I attended while in the 

field, on a Saturday night in July at 

the modern and spacious Thayer 

Hall at the Colburn School in 

downtown L.A., I was struck by 

many indicators of the lack of 

genuine appreciation or respect for the artists and the performance. Though the 

performance started about fifteen minutes late (as many do), I was surprised to see a 

handful of individuals, in a continuous trickle, make their way into the venue 15 and 30 

minutes after the performance had begun (i.e. 30-45 minutes after the concert was 

planned to begin). The number of attendees by my count, right after intermission, was a 

total of 81 individuals; the hall was less than at half capacity. While the musicians were 

playing, and the singer singing, a man in the back row, behind me, continued to stare at 

                                                
122 Piraya Pourafar, in discussion with the author, July 12th, 2012. 

Figure 5.1, July concert in Los Angeles 
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something on the glowing screen of his smart 

phone, while a woman a few rows below me 

opened something (a candy or mint) in a very 

crinkly wrapper, twice.  

 

 The lack of adequate patronage for 

musicians of traditional Iranian music is a 

source of considerable irritation amongst 

those I interviewed, particularly in light of the 

great support and success of modern Persian 

pop musicians and their concerts:  

 

 

 

 

 
…in general, traditional music is heading towards an end, destruction...when in 

wealthy circles in their gatherings this music is not appreciated or given 

respect…...you have to work so hard just to get tickets sold for a traditional 

concert...but for Andi or Kamran and Hooman people are so excited to get 

tickets...pop artists...Ebi, Dariush...but a good concert with the color and smell 

of good Iranian music, very hard to get people interested...our culture, in the 

field of music and poetry and such, is going downhill.123  

 

While many that I interviewed expressed the need for more support and appreciation for 

their music, Mr. Fassazadeh’s sentiment of impending doom for the genre was not shared 

by all those that I interviewed.  

                                                
123 Shahram Fassazadeh, in discussion with the author, July 27th, 2012. 

Figure 5.2,, seating for Parissa’s L.A. concerts 
were reportedly not sold out, as might be 
expected for a U.S. visit by one of Iran’s most 
prolific, and rare, female classical vocalists  
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 Strategies for finding the ideal audience and venue are multifold. One option is 

negotiation with local expectations, to play diverse genres of music that will meet local 

demands. Mr. Sadeghi, a tār playing hobbyist for about sixty years, asserted, “you need 

to meet the layman too…people should be able to listen and enjoy…artists should feel the 

audience…the [performing] experience is a two way street.”124  

Another strategy is satellite TV, staying local and reaching self-selecting 

audiences from afar. Ms. Sarshar said that she regularly performs on Pars TV and that her 

shows reach many in Iran where she has a fan base that has sent her fan mail and phone 

calls sharing their support, particularly as 

she is a female singer. As mentioned 

above, Mr. Vahid Bayat is involved in a 

weekly show on Tasvir Iran TV, 

addressing all forms of Persian music, in 

addition to Azeri music as well.  

Almost all of the artists I 

interviewed take part in touring widely (see 

Figure 5.2), some throughout northern 

America and in Europe, for Iranian as well 

as non-Iranian audiences. 

Locally, musicians of traditional Persian 

music can count on performing for 

                                                
124 Ahmad Sadeghi, interview with the author, July 23rd, 2012. 

Figure 5.3, an ad by two musicians I 
interviewed for their Persian New Year 
international tour in 2013 
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occasions where traditional Iranian music will be in demand, such as New Year/Noruz 

celebrations, or for local Iranian professional organizations. Hamid Saeidi, a santur 

player I interviewed, performed at the Farhang Foundation’s 4th Annual Noruz 

Celebration at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), as well as at the 

Farhang Generations Council “Night of Persian Culture,” in November of 2012. (See 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4). 

 

 

 

 

Marketing and self-marketing, often via social media and e-mail lists is another 

critical strategy,  given the great deal of advance planning to fill the concert hall for a 

performance that is not associated with a holiday or special event. The producers that I 

interviewed, in addition to many musicians, noted that success in filling a concert hall is 

Figure 5.4, Farhang Generations 
Council event in fall of 2012, with 
educational material about classical 
Persian music 

Figure 5.5, displays showcase traditional instruments of Iran 
with background information 
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almost always dependent on quality publicity in 

tandem with advance planning at least 7 or 8 months 

in advance.  

 

Teaching and Networks   

 

 Eighty percent (80 %) of the professional musicians 

I interviewed actively teach, working in professional 

musical instruction, in both group and private 

classes, with as little as a handful of students to as 

many as thirty students a week. Two of the twenty-four 

individuals I interviewed are administrators who direct 

music schools (one in Santa Monica, one in Orange County). Teaching constitutes a 

significant investment of time for these musicians, and very likely an important source of 

income for these artists. The majority of the musicians I interviewed reached a high 

enough level of training while still in Iran such that they began to teach in Iran as well. 

Many noted that the number of students that they had in Iran was much larger, owing to a 

larger Iranian market, but that their students were often teenagers and young adults. Here 

in the U.S. the market is smaller, but the student body is more diverse in age, ranging 

from Iranian adolescents (children of immigrants) to those native-born Iranians in older 

age.  

Strategies employed to thrive as an instructor include the use of professional 

networks, online communication software, advertising via social media, and incentivizing 

through discounts and barter. The summer that I moved to L.A. to conduct my research 

Figure 5.6, group and 
individuals lessons 
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coincided with the inaugural opening of the Persian Arts 

Society School of Music in Santa Monica, run by Parvin 

Javadi (see Fig 5.5, to the right). A full time social worker, 

over the past two decades she has worked to produce 

traditional Persian music concerts and recordings, and hosts 

a weekly radio show on local Persian radio called Havāye 

Tāzeh (Fresh Air) on the topic of traditional Iranian music. I 

met and interviewed Ms. Javadi right before the start of pilot 

summer classes, and through her learned about and signed up 

for a group class in the daf with Kourosh Moradi. Over the 

past year the Persian Arts Society has established an     

Iranian Youth Orchestra, as well as 

offered discounts and other 

incentives, such as a free first class, to 

those who sign up for a course. The 

Persian Arts Society School of Music 

also serves as an institution that 

supports individual Iranian musical 

artists in their teaching, advertising 

for them and providing a space for 

them to teach.  Three musicians I interviewed not only perform in concert together but 

also advertise together, offering both solo and group classes (see Figure 5.9). These 

Figure 5.7, Persian Arts 
Society -School of Muisc 
inaugural opening summer of 
2012 

Figure 5.8, incentives 
Figure 5.9, incentives 
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personal and professional networks facilitate referrals and a potential audience for future 

performances. The advertising I have seen has been through online social media.  

A number of those I interviewed mentioned 

teaching to students remotely though online 

communication software, such as Skype. One 

musician told me that he worked with a singer this 

way, remotely, and that the only in-person practice 

was the day before the concert, which he noted 

was a success.125 Another person offered to teach 

me remotely, through online video software. When 

I told them that I was not sure about my ability to 

pay for classes in the coming year, they offered a 

barter, whereby I help them edit promotional materials in exchange for some lessons (I 

politely declined, for the time being at least).  

 

                                                
125 Hossein Omoumi, in discussion with the author, July 10th, 2012. 

Figure 6.1, a bi-lingual teaching ad 
from musicians I interviewed, who 
also perform together 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

 Living in their social spaces, navigating their geographic realities, and 

documenting their work, values, and sentiments for a brief summer in 2012, my 

fieldwork and analysis present a study that investigates the lives of Iranian immigrant 

artists who perform, teach, and support traditional Iranian music in Los Angeles and 

southern California. I have examined strategies employed by Iranian immigrant artists 

and to advance, maintain, and innovate various forms of traditional Iranian music, in light 

of challenges and opportunities in the Irangeles diaspora setting. 

A number of trends and themes emerged in multiple interviews and during the 

course of my fieldwork that this study has not been able to address; the multi-

instrumentality of every musician I interviewed; the interest in innovation and composing 

traditional Iranian music in harmony; the performance of fusion ensembles; the use of 

traditional Iranian music and healing (in Iran and in the L.A. context); the past stigma of 

women in musical performance and the current opportunities for female singers in 

diaspora. I had the singular experience of seeing a musician I interviewed, a tonbak 

player, singlehandedly hold the attention of an audience during twenty minutes of 

musical technical difficulties by performing a sort of patter song he called “bahre-tavil.” 

An improvised, humorous rap that rhymes as played with the percussive beats of the 
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tonbak, I only found one source on this, which calls it “zarbi-khāni”126, but this could and 

should be the topic of an entire study in and of itself.   

This study is framed by Iran’s periodic historical negative stigma attached with 

professional music making. Memories of shattered instruments, hiding instruments in 

cloaks when walking to a lesson in the streets, and comments such as “why are you 

making your child an ‘entertainer/motreb?”  - memories shared by my interlocuters, attest 

to the phantom of this stigma. Present day assertions by a number of those I interviewed 

indicate the desire to dissociate from music that is performed for the purposes of sole 

crowd-pleasing. Some musicians’ comments such as “If you call me a motreb, I would be 

offended” and “I am not an entertainer” confirm this.  

It is also the context of Irangeles that frames the day to day realities, experiences 

and sentiments of the participants in my study: it is one of the largest Iranian diaspora 

populations outside of Iran, in large part due to the so the 1979 revolution and varying 

waves of migration that still continue; it hosts a population of Iranians situated in 

intensely inhabited pockets that are geographically dispersed; if offers a vibrant diaspora 

infrastructure replete with professional, logistical, and cultural institutions.  

Irangeles is also a setting and a culture industry where music is central, but where 

modern, techno and dance-driven Iranian pop music dominates in popular demand. Given 

that Los Angeles hosts the largest Iranian population outside of Iran, and given the vast 

                                                
126 Sarshar, Houman. “Judeo-Persian Communities.xi. Music (2)”. Encyclopedia Iranica, 2009. 

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/judeo-persian-comms-xi-2-specific-topics (last updated 17 April 

2012). 

 

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/judeo-persian-comms-xi-2-specific-topics
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institutional and cultural developments of the Iranian community, L.A. bears the 

supposition of being the place most authentically Iranian outside of the home country. 

Yet many of those I interviewed felt that the Los Angeles environment does not 

adequately support one of Iran’s most authentic art forms: its traditional and classical 

music. The entertaining aim of modern Persian pop embodies the very stigma that many 

of the musicians I interviewed seek to dissociate from, and in an ironic twist it is this 

entertaining Persian pop that has so many more local fans. As one of my participants put 

it, “I hate the fact that pop music has become the symbol and become the representative 

of Persian music to the American community.”127 

  Challenges in the Irangeles setting involve the audience and venues. Poor 

patronage and low turnout, lack of education about the differences between the genres 

and audience etiquette exasperated many of those I interviewed. Another frustration 

expressed by artists was that listening to traditional Iranian music is sometimes used as a 

tool, a means by which to appear sophisticated and gain social capital. 

The consistent popular demand for dance music, that does not include authentic 

Iranian musical sounds are another source of irritation for those I interviewed.  “It’s 

mostly what Persian people listen to….more prominent…it’s just bad, inappropriate 

when that’s the representative, saying ‘That’s Persian music,’ …some of the, maybe 

Moein songs have the -it sounds Persian, it’s Persian sounding, but then the newer ones… 

it’s like, they’re techno and they’re trance and it’s house music. How’s that Persian 

                                                
127 Aidin Okhovat, in discussion with the author, July 17th, 2012. 
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music? It’s just lyrics that are Persian”128 While modern Persian pop does include 

rhythmic patterns and meters shared with traditional Iranian music, the comment here 

(and those like it made by others that I interviewed) indicate a tension between traditional 

Iranian music and modern Persian pop as both contend for not only reception in the 

concert hall, but for an esteemed place in what is considered to be authentic and laudable 

forms of Iranian cultural expression and Iranian identity in the Irangeles diaspora context. 

Strategies include negotiating repertoire, playing selectively, for local Iranian 

organizations at special Iranian themed events and on Iranian holidays, touring beyond 

LA, and performing on satellite TV to a self-selecting audience. Teaching includes 

another strategy for promoting traditional music and its survival. Teachers advertise and 

teach online, working through networks or organizations that cater to various types of 

learning and offer discounts. The Lian Ensemble offers educational material on their 

website, such as explanations of the different modes or dastgāhs.  

My research began with certain guiding questions:  

1. What are current forms and sites of traditional Iranian music in L.A., Southern 

CA? 

2. What are changes in musical forms or repertoire in light of migration? 

3. What teaching genealogies and teaching strategies inform this work in the 

diaspora?  

4. Does the setting of Los Angeles and its Iranian community to support this 

music?  

5. What values are expressed in traditional Iranian music?  

 

                                                
128 Ibid.  
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My findings suggest the following key points in response:  

First, the forms of traditional Iranian music in diaspora indicate multiple genres. While 

every musician in my interview pool was trained in Persian classical music, it is a significant 

fact that each musician I interviewed was trained and involved with some other genre of 

music making activity as well. It was made clear through the statements and stories of my 

interlocuters that these many other genres are just as complex and as authentic as the 

sophisticated classical genre, and that these other genres form an important part of their 

repertoire and performance in the diaspora Irangeles setting. The sites for their musical 

performances include concerts large and small, to Iranian and non-Iranian audiences, on 

local, national and international tours, and also on satellite TV.  

Second, repertoire is both preserved and innovated upon, as some of those 

perform popular classics and folk music handed down, while others innovate in fusion 

ensembles, or else look to combine traditional Persian music with Western classical and 

explore possibilities for harmony. While the Iranian diaspora draws ideas and inspiration 

and energy from Iran, so too does the diaspora and Irangeles culture feed Iran. This is not 

only the case with Persian pop of L.A., but with traditional music as well. For traditional 

Iranian music produced locally but shared through satellite TV and online 

communication technology, Irangeles includes a network that expands beyond the 

physical space it inhabits. One of my interviewees, a young woman who was trained 

under master vocalists Parissa and Shajarian moved to the United States in part because 

as a woman she could never produce a solo album or sing solo publicly in Iran. She sings 

in the classical Persian genre and Kurdish folk music as well. In the spring of 2013 made 
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her debut performance in New York City, premiering an album with her voice as the 

female solo singer. As mentioned above, Ms. Sarshar and Mr. Bayat are two musical 

artists that make use of L.A. based Persian satellite TV, and in this capacity they are able 

to reach those in Iran and other parts of the Iranian diaspora as well. These are the kinds 

of creative flows in the traditional genre that, given state restrictions in the contemporary 

Islamic Republic, can only flow from the diaspora to Iran.   

Third, the musicians I interviewed do not consider the Iranian LA setting as ideal 

for performing, but it is considered ideal as a place for artists to meet each other, 

collaborate on projects, and work together. Despite the supposition noted above, that L.A. 

is the Iranian music capital outside of Iran, this is not quite the case for practitioners of 

traditional Iranian music, i.e. those who do not engage in fusion. Irangeles is a place 

where these artists can find themselves amongst the largest Iranian infrastructure in 

diaspora and is an optimal place to network, innovate, and support each other.   

Fourth, the values expressed in performing traditional Iranian music are 

connected to those in Iranian culture writ large, those of being safa/pure and sincere. 

Performance and teaching of traditional Iranian music are part of a communal activity in 

diaspora that involves personal expression of what is considered high quality and good 

music, often in opposition to and in competition with modern Persian pop and the culture 

industry of Irangeles. The immigrant artists I interviewed offer traditional Iranian music 

in its many forms, what they feel is an authentic expression of Iranian cultural identity in 

diaspora.  
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APPENDIX A: MAP – ALL INTERVIEW SITES 
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APPENDIX B: MAP – IRANGELES (1) 
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APPENDIX C: MAP – IRANGELES (2) 
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APPENDIX D:  GLOSSARY OF MUSIC TERMS129 

avāz- non-metric, improvisational style of singing in Persian music 

daf – large frame drum  

dohol – large, cylindrical drum, often suspended from around the neck with the drum 

resting on the player’s torso, struck on both sides, particular to Kurdish music 

dastgāh – a modal system in Persian classical music (similar to a scale in Western 

music), of which there are twelve in Persian music  

dāyereh – small frame drum 

gushe – melody in a given dastgāh 

kamānche – spike fiddle 

maqām – a musical scale  

ney – reed flute 

radif – collections of melodies/gushe’s, often organized and passed down from master 

musicians or vocalists.  

santur – hammered dulcimer, struck with two mallets, one held in each hand 

setār - long-necked lute with four strings. It has a pear shaped body and is plucked with 

the nail of the forefinger. 

tanbur – Kurdish lute  

tahrir –ornamented, improvisational trilling when singing of avāz, typically on an open 

vowel 

tār – long-necked lute with three courses of double strings. The body consists of a 

wooden double bowel (resembling two inverted hearts) covered with a membrane, and is 

played with a metal plectrum.  

tarāneh – composed songs with lyrics, often romantic ballads 

tasnif – a strophic song with fixed meter  

tonbak – goblet shaped drum 

                                                
129 For more detailed descriptions, please see http://www.nay-nava.blogfa.com/.  

http://www.nay-nava.blogfa.com/
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REFERENCES 

 

Interviews - Primary Sources 

 

*Some names have been changed to maintain anonymity.  

 

Houshmand Aghili – July 5th, 2012, Tarzana, CA 

(singer: Persian classical, Iranian traditional, Persian pop classics, American jazz 

standards) 

 

Jamshid Davoodi – July 5th, 2012, Tarzana, CA 

(hobbyist- singer: Persian classical) 

 

Parvin Javadi – July 10th, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(producer: Persian classical, Iranian traditional music; music school administrator) 

 

Hossein Omoumi  – July 10th, 2012, Irvine, CA 

(plays ney)  

 

Sharokh Yadegari – July 11th, 2012, La Jolla/San Diego, CA 

(producer: Persian classical, Iranian traditional music; sound designer) 

 

Amir Abbas Etemadzadeh – July 11th, 2012, La Jolla/San Diego, CA 

 (plays tonbak, daf, piano) 

 

Piraya Pourafar – July 12th, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(plays tār) 

 

Houman Pourmehdi  – July 12th, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(plays tonbak, daf,, ney, Latin and African percussion) 

 

Shahla Sarshar – July 16th, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(singer: Persian classical, Iranian traditional, Persian pop classics) 

 

Aidin Okhovat  - July 17th, 2012, Encino, CA 

(plays tār, setār) 

 

Alireza Shahmohammadi - July 18th, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(singer: Persian classical) 

 

Mehrdad Arabifard – July 20th, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(plays tonbak, daf) 
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Vahid Bayat – July 20th, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(singer: Persian classical, Azeri, and Western classical opera; plays tār, setār) 

 

Loghman Adhami – July 23rd, 2012, Costa Mesa, CA 

(plays violin, piano, composer) 

 

Kourosh Moradi – July 23rd, 2012, Irvine, CA 

(plays tanbur, tār, setār, daf, tonbak, dohol, sings: Kurdish, Persian classical) 

 

Ahmad Sadeghi – July 23rd, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(hobbyist - plays tār) 

 

Hamid Saeidi – July 24th, 2012, Tarzana, CA 

(plays santur, composer)  

 

Keyavash Nourai  – July 24th, 2012, Sherman Oaks, CA 

(plays violin, kamanche, piano, composer) 

 

Shayan Ravanbakhsh – July 24th, 2012, Oxnard, CA 

(plays santur, composer)  

 

Fariborz Azizi – July 25th, 2012, Woodland Hills, CA 

(plays tār, setār) 

 

Shahram Fassazadeh  - July 27th, 2012, Encino, CA 

(plays violin) 

 

Yasamin Torabi – July 27th, 2012, Santa Monica, CA 

(singer: classical Persian, Kurdish) 

 

Hossein Kamrava – July 27th, 2012, West Los Angeles, CA  

(plays tonbak, sings bahre-tavil) 

 

Pezhman Mansourian  – August 15th, 2012, Washington Heights, New York, New York 

(plays kamānche, violin, tonbak)  
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